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PREFACE

This book provides an overview of the building industry, the
projects performed within the industry, and methods to plan
and manage the delivery of a construction project. This book
closely aligns with the topics and learning objectives of the AE
372 class at Penn State. The book is a resource for the class that
does not carry the cost of a typical textbook, and even better, it
is free. The content will continue to grow and mature. Please
share any errors or suggestions for improvement. Instead of
purchasing a textbook, I hope that all students will be able to
use your funds to support learning experiences, for example,
field trips to see construction projects or other educational
experiences. And most important, please ensure that you have
the proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to be safe
when visiting and working on construction sites.

John Messner
Charles & Elinor Matts Professor
Penn State University

Navigating this Book Online
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1.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Learn the Characteristics of the AEC Industry

• Understand the variety of projects performed

within the industry

• Describe the scope and scale of the industry

The Building Industry is large, in fact, very large. The overall
industry is the 2nd largest industry in the United States
economy, 2nd only to the healthcare industry. Within the
United State market, the industry accounts for 6.1% (2016



data) of the annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the
economy (Market Realist Website). The GDP is the value of all
goods and services within an economy. Therefore, the Industry
accounts for the same percentage of the economic transactions
in the economy.
A reliable source of information on the construction sector is
the U.S. Census Bureau. They maintain monthly data related
to work put into place along with employment (see sample
data from website image in Figure 1). Visit the link to see the
most recent data reported.

Figure 1-1: Construction Spending with Private and Public
Breakdown  (Source: U.S. Census Bureau accessed Jan. 8, 2021)

One challenge when discussing our industry is to define
the scope and terminology used to describe the industry, or
in some cases, subsets of the industry. At a broad level, some
people refer to the industry as the Construction Industry,
Building Industry, Architecture / Engineering / Construction
(AEC) Industry, or even the Architecture / Engineering /
Construction / Operation (AECO) Industry. People
frequently use these terms interchangeably, and I will also do
so throughout this book. The industry typically focuses on all
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the employees and tasks required to plan, design, construct,
operate, and manage the delivery and operations of the built
environment (commercial buildings, infrastructure, and
industrial facilities). It is important to note that when people
use the term ‘Construction Industry’, they are typically
referring to the design, construction, and operations of
facilities, not just the process to deliver a new facility. And
when they use the term ‘Building Industry’, they are typically
discussing all types of facilities, not just commercial and
residential buildings.

The industry can be separated into different categories. One
common breakdown is by the type of owner, and in particular,
if the owner is a private entity (an individual or company) vs.
a public (or government) entity. Another is to separate the
industry by the type of facilities that are constructed. In this
manner, we can separate the industry into four broad areas:

1. Commercial Buildings;
2. Infrastructure;
3. Industrial; and
4. Residential.

See the following information for some common definitions of
these sectors.
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Commercial Buildings:
Buildings and enclosures that
contain a structure with enclosed
space with an enclosure system with a
non-industrial purpose. They may be
fully enclosed, such are apartments or
office buildings, or they may be partially open such as stadiums
or monuments. Examples of buildings include office
buildings, apartments, hospitals, rail stations, stadiums, arenas,
and many more. Commercial buildings are typically designed
by an architect. There may be many different types of owners.

Infrastructure: Infrastructure
facilities serve as core facilities that
serve the public, which are not
buildings. This category is sometimes
referred to as ‘heavy’ construction.
Examples include roads, bridges,
dams, locks, and tunnels. These facilities are typically funded
by the government. The design is typically led by an engineer
such as a civil engineer. New infrastructure projects typically
require a long planning and design phase.

Industrial: Industrial facilities
house core industrial processes and
the design of the facility is focused on
the industrial process. Examples
include refineries, power plants,
chemical plants, and manufacturing
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facilities. The design of these facilities is heavily dependent on
the process that they support, so they are frequently designed
by specialty engineers in collaboration with civil
engineers. Most of these projects are privately funded. Many
of these projects are schedule-driven in order to start the
process as soon as possible.

Residential: Residential
buildings are built to house
individuals or families. For the
purpose of defining markets, the
residential sector is focused on single-
family detached housing or duplexes.
These structures are typically wood, and they may be designed
by an architect, or even a residential builder. While there are
large-scale residential developers, many residential buildings
are built by smaller companies. The barriers to entry into the
residential market are less than other sectors since the buildings
have a lower cost and lower level of sophistication. But, there
are also many residential construction companies that fail each
year.

Note that this is not a perfect set of categories since it is
sometimes difficult to define clear lines between the categories,
as well as defining how to separate a large project into smaller
components, but these categories do help us define the types
of players in each market, and the typical characteristics of
these different market sectors. Residential construction is a
unique sector of our industry, and the market conditions for
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residential construction can vary significantly from the rest of
the industry.

The construction industry is a major source of employment,
especially if you also consider all the manufacturing industries
that are supported by construction. In the United States, in
2016 it was estimated that the Industry was employing 7.3
million workers (2018 data) (see Fig. 1-2). This is 4.5% of the
overall workforce. The Bureau of Labor Statistics is estimating
that the workforce will grow at a rate of 1.1% per year between
2018 and 2028 (https://www.bls.gov/emp/tables/
employment-by-major-industry-sector.htm). In more recent
statistics (see Figure 3), the industry employs over 7.5 million
people. 14% of these jobs are current employees who are
members of a union, which is down from 17.5% in 2000,
although quite steady over the past 7 years. Note that these
employment figures do not include all professional service
employment related to the industry, nor do they include all
the manufacturing jobs related to building supplies or
transportation services for products to be shipped to the
jobsite.
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Figure 1-2: Employment Projections for Industry Sectors from
the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (Source: https://www.bls.gov/
emp/tables/employment-by-major-industry-sector.htm accessed
Jan. 2, 2020)

It is important to note that the number of employees within
the construction industry can be significantly impacted by
economic conditions. Figure 3 shows the construction sector
employment against time. As you can see from the graph, the
economic recession in 2007 and 2008 had a very significant
impact on employment, going from approximately 7,600
employees in 2006 to 5,500 in 2009. This significant
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employment fluctuation can be a significant challenge. Once
people leave the industry, it can be challenging to hire new
workers. In fact, the most frequently cited challenge of general
contractors right now is the lack of a skilled workforce. It
is interesting to note that the recent COVID-19 pandemic
has been the latest impact on employment in our industry.
The initial onset of the pandemic in early 2020 caused a very
abrupt, significant negative impact on employment, but that
impact was very short-lived. Figure 1-4 shows the employment
trend that includes more recent data, although the time
periods are not displayed well in the image. It is interesting to
note that the current employment (as of December 2021) is
almost the same as the employment prior to the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Figure 1-3: Employment Trend for Construction
Employment from 1999-2019 (Source: US Bureau of Labor
Statistics accessed July 1, 2022)

Figure 1-4: Employment Trend for Construction
Employment from 1985 to 2022 (Source: US Bureau of Labor
Statistics accessed Jan 8, 2022)

While the size and scale of the industry are impressive, this
overall size and the nature of developing the built environment
can also have significant negative impacts on environmental
sustainability. Buildings account for 39% of all greenhouse gas
emissions, and 70% of all electricity use (http://www.eesi.org/
files/climate.pdf). The construction of the built environment
can also add to the noise, light, water, air quality, and other
pollutants. These negative impacts can be substantial, and
there is a very important need for all members in the industry
to focus on minimizing the negative environmental impacts
of our industry. There are increasing efforts to address these
impacts through increased awareness along with metric
systems that provide recognition, and sometimes stipulations
through zoning regulations and code requirements, for
improved sustainability measures. Examples of these metric
systems include the US Green Building Council’s LEED
rating system (the most frequently used in the US), the Green
Building Initiative’s Green Globes certification, the Living
Building Challenge by the International Living Futures
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Institute, and Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM).

Each year, Engineering News Record (ENR) performs a
survey of all larger contractors, as well as designers and owners.
ENR then compiles lists of the largest companies by category.
One of the reports that they perform is the Top 400
Contractors list. It is important to note that this list is
compiled from company self-reported data, not audited
financial statements, and the rankings within the list are
specific to revenue, which is the value of the revenue that the
company receives for annual work performed. For large
construction management firms, much of the revenue that
they receive is then paid to their subcontractors and suppliers.
But this data does show some interesting information. Figure
1-4 shows the breakdown of the revenue by ENR’s project
categories. This shows that in 2017, 53% of the revenue from
the Top 400 contractors was from Buildings. It also shows
that the second-largest category is Transportation, but it is
a significantly smaller percentage, at 14%. It is important to
note that the recent Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act
federal funding bill will significantly increase this funding for
transportation.
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Figure 1-4: Top 400 Contractors – Revenue by Project (Source:
ENR 2021)
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Figure 1-5: Construction Spending Relative to GDP in the US
(Source: Statista: The Statistics Portal (2018) Website:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/226361/us-construction-
spending-relative-to-gdp/ Accessed on July 26, 2018)
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Professional Engineering Licensure

Professional Engineering Licensure plays an

important role to ensure that engineers who

develop designs and manage the processes to

bring them into reality are competent and

qualified. Architectural Engineering and Civil

Engineering students who complete their

degrees should strongly consider a pathway

toward becoming a licensed Professional

Engineer (PE). For some disciplines, a PE is

required to perform certain work tasks, e.g.,

structural plans must be verified by a PE for

submission for a building permit. A PE can also

be helpful to illustrate your capabilities when

applying for job opportunities or to show your

engineering background in a job that may or may

not require an engineering degree.

The National Council of Examiners for

Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) was

established to provide uniformity across states

related to obtaining a PE license, although

individual states within the U.S. administer the

licensing process per their laws and rules, which

may have additional requirements.
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To obtain a PE License, a professional must:

• Pass the Fundamentals of Engineering

(FE) exam (after completing 2 years of an

ABET Accredited Engineering Degree

program);

• Graduate from an ABET Accredited

Engineering Program;

• Gain four years of progressive experience

(note that a graduate degree can count for

a year of experience);

• Complete an application to qualify to take

the Principles and Practices Exam; and

• Pass the Principles and Practices Exam.

After you receive your PE in Pennsylvania, you

are required to obtain at least 24 hours of

continuing education per each 2-year time period

to maintain your licensure status. Also note that

once a candidate has taken and passed the FE

exam, they will be notified that they have passed.

At this point, it is up to the individual to apply

for certification as an Engineer In Training, EIT.

When you have graduated, go to the following

Professional Credential Services website and

follow the instructions on the webpage. The
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progressive experience only starts following

receipt of your EIT status.

For additional information, please see the

following online resources:

• NCEES Fundamentals of Engineering

Webpage along with FE Exam study and

practice materials

• Guide to Professional Engineering

Licensure for Construction Engineers

Review Questions
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An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=29#h5p-2

Independent Activity:

Go online to see the latest reported construction

market information from the US Census Bureau.

Using seasonally adjusted annual rates, answer the

following questions.

a, What is the current annual size of the Construction

Market within the US?

b. How much has the market grown or declined in

the last year?

c. What percentage of the market is public sector

construction?
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2.

THE LIFECYCLE OF A
BUILDING PROJECT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the four primary phases of the lifecycle

of a building project

• Describe various unique aspects of a building

project in relation to the manufacturing

industry

• Define the total cost of ownership, and the

impact of decision timing on overall lifecycle

cost



The Construction Industry is composed of projects. A core
skill set for everyone within the industry is the ability to
manage projects, whether you work in project development,
architectural design, engineering design, construction or
facilities management. Project Management is ‘the application
of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities
to meeting project requirements’ (PMBOK Guide 2000).
Projects are not unique to construction. For example, some
other industries are also very project-focused, e.g., aircraft,
computer software, shipbuilding, etc. The Project
Management Body of Knowledge Guide (PMBOK) has been
developed by the Project Management Institute (PMI) as a
general set of knowledge for managing a project. The core
management areas identified in PMBOK includes the
following (from PMBOK Guide and the Construction
Extension of the PMBOK Guide):

• Project Integration Management
• Project Scope Management
• Project Time Management
• Project Cost Management
• Project Quality Management
• Project Resource Management, including Human

Resources (Construction Extension highlights
additional resources beyond the standard Human
Resources in PMBOK)

• Project Communications Management
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• Project Risk Management
• Project Procurement Management
• Project Health, Safety, Security, and Environmental

Management (in Construction Extension, but should be
in every project)

• Project Financial Management (in addition to cost) (in
Construction Extension)

• Management of Claims in Construction (in
Construction Extension)

The Process to Deliver a Facility

A building project is composed of processes. A process is ‘a
series of actions bringing about a result’ (PMBOK). Each
process is performed by a person or organization Generally,
there are two broad categories of processes: project
management processes and product-oriented processes
(PMBOK).

A project proceeds through a lifecycle. A facility is planned,
designed, constructed, and operated (see Figure 2-1). This
lifecycle, and the importance of taking a lifecycle perspective
on projects, has sometimes been referenced as a Cradle-To-
Grave perspective. From a lifecycle perspective, all materials
and systems should be evaluated relative to their value in
supporting the lifecycle goals of a building or facility.
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Figure 2.1: Facility Lifecycle Phases

Some have expanded upon the concept of Cradle to Grave by
considering the lifecycle as a continuous process and proposing
a reference to Cradle to Cradle (C2C). C2C emphasizes the
need to consider the reuse or recycling of products that are
used within the delivery of a building.

Sanvido et al. (1990) developed a detailed process model to
define the various tasks that need to be completed to deliver
and operate a facility. The process model is titled the
‘Integrated Building Process Model’ (IBPM). This model is
created using the IDEF0 process modeling approach. Each
‘process’ (a box) can be expanded into another more detailed
process map showing additional detail. The Level 1 process
map shows five main activities within the process:

1) Plan Facility
2) Design Facility
3) Construct Facility
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4) Operate Facility
5) Manage Facility

Note that the Manage Facility process interacts with the
remaining four project phases, so we will not consider this as a
primary product-oriented process of the project lifecycle, but
instead, a map that shows typical management tasks that need
to be completed (a project management-oriented process).
Also, note that IDEF0 process mapping does not necessarily
indicate a linear sequence. Many of these processes can overlap,
and they may not be in the specific order in which they will
be performed. The Level 1 process map is included in detailed
process maps are included in Figure 2-1. The more detailed
process maps for each of the 5 phases are included in Figure
2-2 through 2-6 within the following sections describing each
phase. If you wish to see detailed information about any
process, you can reference the Integrated Building Process
Model technical report.

Planning Phase

During the planning stage, the Owner of the facility will need
to define their project needs, identify the general budget and
schedule, and potentially identify a site for the building. The
owner may employ the services of an architect, contract
developer, or other professional to help them define their
needs, and identify the resource requirements. The final
outcome of the planning phase is a ‘Program’, or in some
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countries, a ‘Brief’, which clearly defines the owner’s needs and
a plan to design and construct the facility. They will also need
to identify, and sometimes purchase, a site for the facility.

Figure 2-2: Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) – Level
1 – Provide Facility  (Source: Sanvido et al. (1990) An
Integrated Building Process Model, Penn State, University
Park PA)

Design Phase

Within the design phase, a designer will interpret the needs
of the owner into a design for the facility which is to a level
of detail that it can be built. The design phase is frequently
divided into three levels of design:

• Schematic Design (SD): Perform an evaluation of the
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owner’s needs, and develop an initial design concept.
Typically, the industry has considered this level of design
to be approximately 30% complete.

• Design Development (DD): Expand the initial concept
to define the systems that will be used and general
materials. Typically, this has been considered
approximately 60% design completion.

• Construction Documents (CD): Finalize the design
details to a level that they can be built. Complete all
design specifications and construction drawings.

The full scope of these design tasks will typically be defined
within the contract with the designer (or integrated team if
using a more integrated delivery approach). To see the typical
definitions of the scopes within these phases, you can view
the typical Owner – Architect Agreement from the American
Institute of Architects (AIA) within their AIA B101
document (see pages 6 – 8 of this online sample document for
the definitions of each phase).
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Figure 2-3: Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) – Plan
Facility (Level 2)  (Source: Sanvido et al. (1990) An Integrated
Building Process Model, Penn State, University Park PA)

Construction Phase

Within the construction phase, a contractor will lead the
assembly and construction of the facility. This will include the
procurement of all the elements needed to build the facility,
including arranging for the elements to be transported to the
site. After arrival, the building component will be assembled
on-site and tested to ensure the appropriate level of quality.
The constructed facility will also require any inspections by
governing authorities to ensure that it is safe to use for its
intended purpose. For a building project, the primary
construction phase typically ends when the contractor obtains
a ‘Certificate of Occupancy’. The Certificate of Occupancy
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is issued by the local governing authority or code office, and
it certifies that the building complies with the codes and
requirements and that the owner can occupy the building.

Figure 2-5: Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) –
Construct Facility (Level 2)   (Source: Sanvido et al. (1990) An
Integrated Building Process Model, Penn State, University
Park PA)

Operations & Maintenance Phase

The Operations & Maintenance (O&M) phase is typically the
longest phase within the facility lifecycle. In this phase, the
owner will use the facility for its intended purpose, and they
will need to operate and maintain the functionality of the
facility. In some research, up to 80% of the entire lifecycle
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cost of a facility is spent in the operations phase. Activities
that occur within the phase include the maintenance of
equipment, the replacement of materials and equipment that
require replacement, and minor renovations to allow for
revisions of facility use. This phase is also sometimes referred
to as Facility Management (FM), and an owner may perform
the facility management services within their own internal
employees, or they may hire a 3rd party FM service provider.

Figure 2-6: Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) –
Operate Facility (Level 2)  (Source: Sanvido et al. (1990) An
Integrated Building Process Model, Penn State, University
Park PA)
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Manage Facility

In addition to the unique four phases, there is a need to
coordinate and manage the process and resources throughout
the lifecycle. These processes were defined within the IBPM
within the Manage Facility process (see Figure 2-7). Note that
this is NOT a phase of a project, but instead tasks that are
performed throughout the lifecycle process.

Figure 2-7: Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) –
Manage Facility (Level 2)   (Source: Sanvido et al. (1990) An
Integrated Building Process Model, Penn State, University
Park PA)
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Unique Aspects of Construction

Projects and the structure of the industry have several unique
characteristics that influence our management approaches.
Several characteristics include:

• All projects are unique. Even if a project is a duplicate
design of another project, the project will be located on a
unique site, which includes unique constraints.

• Projects are performed outside, at least until an
enclosure is developed. This is different from
manufacturing which may occur within a controlled
environment. Therefore, construction is influenced by
the environmental conditions of the geographic location
of the project.

• The Construction Industry has many companies. The
AGC states that there are over 650,000 companies that
employ workers within the construction industry. This
is a very large number of firms, and some of these
companies may only have one employee. But it is also
important to note that the largest contractors are quite
large, but it is still a fragmented industry with many
companies.

• There are many organizations that work together to
deliver a project. It is not uncommon to have more than
20 companies working on the construction of a project,
with workers in the field, and there are many other
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companies involved in designing the facility, and
supplying materials and equipment to the project.

• Design and Construction companies do not tend to
perform much research and development. Due to the
lower profit margins in the industry, and a shorter-term
focus, most firms do not invest in research. There are
certainly exceptions, but as a percentage, the industry has
very low investments in R&D.

• The industry is impacted by geographic ties. Since
buildings are constructed in many different locations,
there are different code requirements in different
locations and different companies with employees and
experience in working in the local markets.

• The industry has a high rate of business failures. Due to
a large number of smaller firms, it is not uncommon for
businesses to fail.

• There is a low barrier to entering the construction
market. In fact, it is quite easy for an individual to open
a construction company. It may only require some
simple paperwork, or they may need to apply for a
contractor license.

• Organizations change from project to project. It is very
rare to have the same organizations work together on
multiple projects. This requires members in the
industry to specialize in working with new team
members since the mix of team members, including
designers and contractors, will change on each project.
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• Construction is a hybrid industry. Some tasks are service
tasks, e.g., the design of a facility or managing the
delivery of a facility. Other tasks are closer to
manufacturing, with a focus on producing the facility.
Examples of these tasks include building the structure,
installing the mechanical/electrical/plumbing (MEP)
equipment, or installing the facade. Therefore, the
industry is a hybrid between a service and manufacturing
industry.

Total Cost of Ownership

It is critical for the owner, and the entire project team, to view
a project from a total cost of ownership (TCO) perspective,
which considers the costs, along with overall environmental
impact, of all phases of the project lifecycle. It is very
important to note that the vast majority of the decisions that
influence the lifecycle cost of a facility are made in the earliest
phases of a project, e.g., planning and early design phases. This
concept has been included in quite a few different diagrams.
Figure 2-8 is a simple representation that shows the
construction costs over time (dashed line) where the costs are
low in the beginning, and accumulate over time. The ability to
influence the cost is represented by the solid line which shows
that it is much more difficult to influence costs as the project
design and construction continue. For example, in the early
stages of a project, it is much easier to alter a system to reduce
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costs, but after the design is developed and the materials are
ordered, then it can be very difficult to reduce overall costs,
even if it is a less expensive system, due to the costs of making
the change. It is also interesting to consider the overall
business and societal costs and impacts of a facility. Some have
estimated (although not with much data) the overall impact of
facilities on organizations and society, and they show that the
societal impacts of facilities are significantly greater than the
initial cost of design and construction (see Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-8: Cost / Influence Curve (Source:
https://www.cmu.edu/cee/projects/PMbook/
02_Organizing_For_Project_Management.html )
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Fig. 2-9: Relative cost of Design and Construction compared
to Operations, Performance, and Social Impact (Source: Mark
Bew Presentation (available at
https://www-smartinfrastructure.eng.cam.ac.uk/files/
moving-from-productivity-to-social-outcomes-mark-bew.pd
f))

Chapter Review Questions
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An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=39#h5p-6

1. What are the four primary phases of the

lifecycle of a facility?

2. As the project progresses through time, the

ability to influence the cost of the project

increases. (True / False)

3. There are many different companies within

the Construction Industry. (True / False)

4. Every construction project is unique. (True /

False)

5. What are the three traditional levels of the

design completed within the design phase,

and what is the percentage of design

completion that is typical for each level?

Review Question Answers
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3.

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
AND ROLES

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the types of companies and

organizations that exist in the Construction

Industry

• Identify typical tasks and activities performed

by the different types of organizations



Introduction
It takes many different organizations and individuals to
develop, design, build and operate a building project. This
chapter will focus on the different types of organizations and
the various roles that an organization may perform on a
project.

The Owner

Every building project has one or more owners. The owner
is the organization, or individual, who has legal title to the
building, and typically, the land upon which the building
occupies. There are many (many) different types of owners.
Some are individuals, e.g., it is typical for an individual or
multiple individuals to own a single-family detached
residential house. In other instances the owner may be a
private company, e.g., a corporation may own its headquarters
building and manufacturing plants. Other projects are initially
built by a speculative developer who owns the building during
construction but intends to sell the building and property
after it is complete, aiming to profit from the development. An
example of a speculative developer is a company that develops
a new apartment building, and then, following occupancy (or
possibly earlier), sells the building to a separate company that
will own and operate the building. These speculative
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developers take on the risk of delivering the project, but they
can make high profits if the project is delivered successfully and
they sell the property for a profit. Other projects are owned
by public (government) owners, which could be federal, state,
or local owners, or even international government entities.
Examples of public owners include the General Services
Administration (GSA), the different branches of the military,
the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, the State College Borough, the State College
Area School District, and the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PENNDOT).

Many of our core facilities that form that support the
public, e.g., roads, bridges, schools, correctional facilities,
airports, parks, and dams are owned by a public owner. It
is interesting to note that there has been an acceleration of
more collaborative public projects through Public-Private
Partnerships (P3). Through a Public-Private Partnership, the
government may provide some long-term concessions, or
payment guarantees, to a private sector partner, and then the
private sector partner develops and frequently operates and
maintains the project. An example is the Dulles Greenway
project in Leesburg, VA. For this project, a private company
(TRIP II) purchased land to construct a private toll road from
Dulles Airport to Leesburg, VA. The organization was
provided a 37 1/2 year concession from the Virginia
Department of Transportation to allow the private company
to collect a toll from each vehicle that used the road. After
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37 1/2 years, the road ownership will revert to the Virginia
Department of Transportation. The owner was able to
leverage the future toll revenue stream to raise the funds
needed to construct the project. This specific type of Public-
Private Partnership has also been r referred to as a Build-
Operate-Transfer (BOT) project. This approach can be used
for schools (guaranteed payment per student per year) or
correctional facilities (guaranteed payment per inmate). In
addition to operating the facility, sometimes these awards also
include providing all services, e.g., a prison operator may
manage the entire facility.
Some projects have a separate 3rd party developer who is not
the owner. A contracted developer can help an owner by
guiding them through the delivery process and helping to
perform tasks that are the responsibility of an owner.

The owner has a very unique role on the project since they
will pay for the facility, and they are the entity that defines
the overall scope and contractual structure for hiring all other
participants on the project. It is critical that core services
providers spend time understanding the core business and
values of the owner so that they can provide high-quality
service to them.

Service Providers

Most projects, potentially excluding privately developed small
residential projects, have many different companies that are
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engaged in delivering and operating a facility. These companies
may be very targeted, with a strong specialty in a very specific
area. Examples include a specialty lighting design firm that
only performs lighting design, or a specialty controls company
that only focuses on installing Heating, Air Conditioning, and
Ventilation (HVAC) control systems. But there are many firms
that can perform a number of roles on a project. For example,
some architectural firms will perform architectural design,
mechanical system design, electrical system design, structural
design, and site design. Some contractors will manage the
delivery of the entire project along with performing concrete
construction, framing, and other specific trades on a project.
These companies that can perform many different roles on a
project do not fit into one specific category of company.

Overall, everyone who performs services for an owner are
service providers (and in some people’s terminology
‘contractors’ since they are contracted to perform work for
the owner). To identify some typical categories of companies,
the later sections will divide the different roles performed by
companies into the following categories: Designers, Design
Consultants, Contractors, Specialty Contractors, and Vendors
& Suppliers.

Designers

There is typically a lead designer(s) on a project who takes
responsible charge of delivering a comprehensive, integrated
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design for the project. On commercial building projects, this
company is typically an Architectural firm, but on industrial
or infrastructure projects, it is most likely to be an Engineering
firm. The designer typically engages in a contractual
relationship directly with the owner, and their responsibility
is to manage and produce the design documents within the
design phase of a project. Some design firms are quite
specialized, e.g., a residential architect who focuses only on
single-family houses. Other design firms may be very diverse
and operate in many different market sectors, e.g., offices,
hospitals, hospitality, and correctional facilities. Design firms
can also vary in the market geographic market that they serve.
For example, some designers will focus on a local market, and
specialize in the codes and construction methods within that
market, and they will also build relationships with the local
code enforcement and governmental approval agencies, which
can be helpful when aiming to gain fast approval of designs.
Other designers will work across many geographic markets and
may have multiple offices either within one country or
internationally. These companies may form a joint venture
with a more local designer when working on complex projects
to ensure that there is local representation on the project.
Finally, some designers work on very specific scopes of work
within the design process, e.g., architectural design or early
schematic design, while others may perform many different
scopes of work within their organization, e.g., architecture,
structural, mechanical, interior design, and lighting design, to
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name a few. These more full-service designers will need to hire
and maintain a diverse team of architects and engineers within
their organizations to be successful.

Design Consultants

A lead designer will typically hire additional design consulting
firms to perform targeted scopes of design work. These may
include scopes such as structural design, lighting design,
mechanical system design, electrical design, landscape design,
or other specialty areas. Design consultants are typically
smaller firms with a specialty in an area, although there are
certainly several large design consulting firms. Many students
within the structural, mechanical, and lighting / electrical
options within Architectural Engineering will work for these
design consulting firms, as well as possibly working for more
integrated lead design firms.

Contractors

The prime contractor(s) focus on the management of the
construction of the project, along with potentially performing
specific trade work. The prime construction contractor may be
referenced by a diversity of names depending upon the project
delivery approach (discussed in the next chapter) and upon
the scope of work that they self-perform with their own
workforce. For example, if they simply manage the
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construction activities performed by others, they may be
referenced as a Construction Management firm. If they are
self-performing work, along with coordinating the work of
other trades, they may be referenced as a General Contractor.
Overall, the services performed by a prime contractor vary
significantly.

Similar to design firms, there are many different types of
construction companies. Some are very small, while others are
very large. Some focus on targeted geographic markets or types
of buildings/facilities. And some perform significant scopes of
work on a project while others focus on the management and
planning of the construction activities while subcontracting a
very large portion of the work.

One distinguishing characteristic of the prime
contractor(s) is that they hold a direct contract with the
owner. They accept the primary responsibility and risk related
to constructing the facility.

Specialty Contractors

A Specialty Contractor performs a specific scope(s) of
construction within the project. Examples of specialty
contractors are concrete contractors, mechanical contractors,
drywall contractors, masonry contractors, roofing contractors,
electrical contractors, etc. The companies typically focus on
self-performing (with their own labor force) the work for a
single trade, or sometimes multiple trades. Specialty
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contractors will be responsible for purchasing the materials,
procuring the equipment, installing, and testing the
construction activities for their scope of work. Specialty
contractors can be a great source of knowledge within a
specific trade or system. They accept a fair amount of risk
since they are financially responsible to put their work into
place, and they may be able to get a good profit margin if
successful, but also may lose a fair amount of money when
things do not go as planned. On some projects, you will hear
people referring to specialty contractors as ‘subcontractors’ or
‘trade contractors’. Their contract is typically with the lead
contractor for the project (which is why they are sometimes
referred to as subcontractors), but it can be more appropriate
to recognize their specialty area by referencing them as
specialty contractors.

Vendors and Suppliers

Vendors and suppliers are companies that support the project
by providing different building materials or equipment to the
project. Examples include concrete suppliers, lumber
suppliers, mechanical equipment manufacturers, electrical
equipment manufacturers, excavation equipment rental
companies, etc. Some of these vendors and suppliers are very
large, and others may be smaller, local vendors. The key
difference between a vendor or a supplier, as compared to a
specialty contractor, is that they do not have a workforce
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located on the construction site. Instead, they may
manufacture or purchase items, and then deliver them to the
site for others to use or install.

Concluding Comments

It is very important to realize that companies can perform
many roles on a project, so it is quite difficult to define the
specific company type for some organizations. For example,
some companies perform both design and construction
services, such as integrated design-build firms. Some
developers will both owner properties and develop them as
speculative (at risk) developments, while also being a 3rd party
contracted developer. Some industrial contractors will
perform all engineering services on a project, procure all the
material (and maybe even own several supply chains such as
piping) and perform the fabrication and assembly. The
important takeaway is that companies can enter either one very
specific role on a project, or series of projects, or they can enter
into many different roles. In the next chapter, we will discuss
typical project delivery methods used on projects.
This chapter has also not discussed many other participants in
the delivery of a project. Projects must always interface with
the local government authorities, including the code office,
zoning office, and other services, e.g., fire department. Projects
will also have insurance, and potentially bonding, companies
involved. And most projects have some financial agencies
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involved in lending money to the owner during the delivery of
the project.

Chapter Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=41#h5p-8
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4.

PROJECT DELIVERY
METHODS

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the different aspects included in

typical project delivery methods

• Define the impact of various organizational

structures on delivering a project

• Describe the different payment methods for

contractors on a project

• Explain the types of award methods for

selecting team members

• Draw an organizational chart for multiple
types of organizational structures



• Describe the meaning of ‘partnering’ and ‘fast-

tracking’

Project owners use many different approaches to procure the
services needed to design and build a facility. Some facilities
are quite easy to build, relatively speaking, such as a simple
single-family detached house. This type of building may allow
an owner to simply hire one entity to both design and build
their building. Others are very complex facilities, such as a
large industrial facility or a complex hospital or lab. These can
engage many organizations. But no matter how complex, the
owner, and other project participants, have many decisions to
make related to developing their strategy to acquire the services
that they need to deliver their facility. These decisions can be
developed into an overall Project Delivery approach.

It is important to note that prior to developing the overall
project delivery strategy, an owner must clearly define the
scope boundaries of a project. For example, sometimes an
owner will seek to build multiple buildings on a large parcel.
If so, then the owner will need to decide whether to make
each individual building a project, or group the buildings into
a single project. For office buildings, the owner may need to
decide whether to have the core and shell be one project, and
the tenant fit-out is a second project or multiple additional
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projects. These decisions define the extent of the project
scope.

Primary Elements of a Project
Delivery Strategy:

Several core project delivery decisions that will influence the
project include:

1. Defining the organizational structure;
2. Defining the contracting method(s) (payment

method(s)); and
3. Defining the award method(s).

These decisions are certainly related to each other, and we will
explore some typical combinations.

Project Organizational Structure

The project organizational structure focuses on the approach
that is used to organize the team members. This structure can
have a significant impact on team responsibilities, roles, level of
risk, and interactions. The organizational structure is defined
by the contracts that are put into place by the team members.
For example, in a Design-Bid-Build approach, the Owner will
sign separate contracts (or agreements) with a Designer and
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a General Contractor. Each contract will clearly define the
scope of services to be performed by each entity. The 7
organizational structures that may be used include:

• Design-Bid-Build with a GC (also known as Traditional
Delivery)

• Design-Bid-Build with multiple prime contractors
• CM Agent with GC
• CM Agent with multiple prime contractors
• CM at Risk
• Design-Build
• Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

Design – Bid – Build with a General
Contractor

Often referred to as ‘traditional’ delivery, the design-bid-build
with a General Contractor (DBB with GC) remains quite
commonplace. In this approach, an owner will initially hire a
design firm (typically an Architect for a commercial building
project). The designer will fully develop the design
documents, through the completion of the Construction
Documents phase (100% complete), and then the Owner will
release the documents for the bid for a single organization
(the General Contractor) to perform all scopes of work in the
project. The potential general contractors will provide a bid
to the owner. Typically, the owner will then select the lowest
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bidder, although they may use a different award method (see
later in the chapter). The owner will then enter into a contract
with the Constructor (a General Contractor) to construct the
building. A diagram showing the project organizational
structure for DBB with GC is shown in Figure 1. This figure
shows solid lines for contracts. It includes a dashed line
between the design and contractor to illustrate the influence
that the Designer has on the Constructor based on the owner’s
contracts. For example, the architect will typically review the
constructor’s payment request prior to payment. The
architect will also typically review the completed work of the
constructor to ensure that it meets the defined quality in the
contract. If it does not, the architect will develop a deficiency
list (frequently referred to as a punchiest) that will need to be
addressed prior to acceptance of the GC’s work by the owner.
It is critical to understand that the architect will have influence
over the GC, but the Architect will not hold any contract
with the GC. This becomes very important if there is a claim
on the project since claims will typically only follow contract
relationships.
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Figure 1: Design – Bid – Build with General Contractor
(Project Organizational Chart)

The DBB with General Contractor (GC) approach is a
common method for public procurement. It has been viewed
by many in the public sector as an approach to provide fair
competition for entities who competitively bid on the project,
and a clear selection criterion (low bid) when delivered with
a competitive bid award method. There are also many other
entities that use this approach.

Some benefits of DBB with GC are:

• The GC knows the full scope of the project, as defined
in the construction documents, prior to providing a bid
for the work;

• The Owner can select a design firm independent of their
ability to construct a project;

• The Owner has clear criteria to select the constructor
(low bid) since the Design-Bid-Build approach almost
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always aligns with a low bid selection process. The
bidders may need to prequalify to bid on the project.

• The Owner may get a lower price if the scope is well
defined and there is strong competition for bidding on
the project.

But there are some significant challenges with this approach.
These include:

• There is no opportunity for a contractor to provide
input into the design process, which can limit the
potential for gaining early cost estimates,
constructability feedback, and feedback to improve
opportunities for modularization or prefabrication.

• It is not always clear that the low bidder will yield the
lowest final cost since there tend to be higher rates of
change orders given this approach.

• This is a slow delivery approach since the design must be
100% complete prior to putting the documents out to
bid.

Design – Bid – Build with Multiple
Prime Constructors

One variation of Design-Bid-Build is for the owner to separate
the scope of work into multiple trade or scope packages, and
then independently bid each package. This yields a similar
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structure to DBB with GC, but instead of a single GC, there
are multiple trade contractors (see Figure 2). This approach
carries many of the same advantages and disadvantages as the
DBB with GC. One envisioned additional advantage of this
approach is that the Owner will not pay overhead costs for a
GC to manage the other prime trade contractors. But, one
additional disadvantage is that the Owner will now take on
additional responsibility in the management of the various
prime contracts. This will require additional coordination and
administrative effort for the Owner. For less experienced
owners, this additional burden can be quite challenging.

Figure 2: Design – Bid – Build with Multiple Prime
Constructors (Project Organizational Structure)

Note that this delivery approach is sometimes required by
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public procurement regulations in a small number of public
owners. One public owner that sometimes requires DBB with
Multiple Prime is the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. For
state-funded projects in Pennsylvania, there is a minimum
requirement per the Separations Act, 71 P.S. §1618 that the
owner use a multiple-prime delivery system with each prime
construction contract being competitively bid. The minimum
number of prime contractors includes 1) general construction,
2) electrical, 3) plumbing, and 4) heating and air conditioning.
For this reason, there are a number of schools and other public
projects funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that
must be delivered with this approach.

Construction Management Agent
with General Contractor

The Design-Bid-Build delivery approach requires significant
interactions by the owner of the project during the delivery
process. To assist with the tasks that need to be completed by
an owner, and provide significant expertise to deliver a project
effectively, some owners will deliver a project with a
Construction Management Agency. This CM Agent will be
a paid entity that helps an owner perform their required
activities in the delivery process, including the oversight of
procurement of entities throughout the project, administering
of contracts, planning and coordinating
construction activities, approving payment requisitions,
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overseeing overall project safety and quality, providing
constructability input into the design, along with many other
tasks. This CM Agent arrangement is particularly valuable
for complex projects, or for projects that have an owner who
may not have the resources or expertise to manage the project
effectively.
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Figure 3: Construction Management (CM) Agent with a
General Contractor (GC) (Project Organizational Chart)

The CM Agent will review the operations of the General
Contractor (GC), and report important information to the
Owner. It is important to note that the CM Agent has no
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direct contract with the General Contractor. This limits the
liability and responsibility between the General Contractor
and CM Agent. If the GC were to file a claim, they would
need to do so with the Owner, since claims will follow the
contractual relationships. In some instances, the CM Agent
with a GC arrangement may pose a scenario where one market
competitor will be overseeing another market competitor,
which can be a challenging dynamic.

Construction Management Agent
with Multiple Prime Contractors

This approach places a CM Agent into the organizational
structure of the DBB with Multiple Prime Contractors. This
can be quite helpful in assisting with some of the challenges
inherent in the DBB with Multiple Primes. For example, the
CM Agent can be hired early in the process, and then provide
construction input into the design, and monitor cost estimates
throughout the design phases. The CM Agent can also
organize and prepare the different bid documents to hire
multiple trade contractors. Finally, the CM Agent can
supplement the owner’s resources to coordinate the
contractors and administer their contracts. This is a common
method to use when there are procurement regulations that
require DBB with Multiple Prime Contractors.
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Figure 4: Construction Manager (CM) Agent with Multiple
Prime Constructors (Project Organizational Chart)

Construction Management at Risk

Construction Management at Risk is an approach where the
owner will hire a designer to develop the facility design, and
sometimes, usually early in the design process, they will hire
a construction management company to perform both
construction services during design along with managing the
overall construction of the facility. The services that they will
provide during design will include reviewing the design for
constructability, developing bid packages for the hiring of
trades, identifying and prequalifying trades, and performing
cost estimates. A CM at Risk will eventually Guarantee a price
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for the project. This is frequently performed through a Cost
+ Fee with a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contract,
but it could also be through a lump sum contract (see details
later in this chapter). The CM is at risk since they directly
hold all contracts with the trade contractors, in contrast to the
CM Agency where the Owner holds the contracts with the
trade contractors. A CM at Risk is a good delivery method
to allow an owner to hire a preferred designer, still have some
checks and balances in the system, yet also gain benefits from
early constructor involvement. This approach allows for
collaboration between the design and CM, although this
collaboration is not always as close as some of the more
integrated approaches of Design-Build or IPD.

Figure 5: Construction Management (CM) at Risk (Project
Organizational Chart)

This delivery method may also be referenced by different
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names. In particular, within the highway construction sector,
this delivery method is known as Construction Management/
General Constructor (or CMGC).

Design-Build

Design-Build (DB) is focused on having a single entity perform
both the design and construction of a project. Within the
Design-Build approach, an Owner will hire a single entity after
developing a program for the project. The program will
outline the requirements for the project, e.g., space
requirements and other designed outcomes. The design-build
entity will then perform the design of the facility and be
responsible for construction.

A core and unique aspect of design-build is the single
contract between the Owner and the Design-Build entity. The
design-build entity will be a legal entity but could take many
different forms. For example, it could be an integrated design-
build company, or a single-purpose joint venture developed
between a design firm and a construction firm to pursue a
project. In many instances, the design-build entity is a
construction company, which then subcontracts the design
tasks to a designer. Or in some cases, the design-build entity
is a designer, who subcontracts construction to a construction
company, although this is rare.
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Figure 6: Design-Build (Project Organizational Chart)

This single entity approach for both design and construction
allows for many potential benefits. It allows for a very tight
integration of construction means and methods with the
design of the facility. It also allows the team to develop
accurate cost estimates throughout the early design phases,
and identify approaches to save costs and provide added value
within the construction process.

While there are many benefits to the integration that can
occur in Design-Build, there are also some potentially negative
aspects. A primary concern that may be expressed within
design-build is that the owner may not have an independent
advocate within the checks and balances of having both a
design and construction contract. In a more traditional
approach, the design firm frequently has some oversight role
of the contractor, and the contractor has an opportunity to
share their opinions regarding the designer with the owner.
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In a design-build project, the owner does not have a second
opinion in the same manner, and therefore, may not receive
the same feedback. The owner may also have concerns that
the design-build firm is trying to maximize its success to the
detriment of the project. While these are valid concerns that
must be appropriately managed through project control
systems and hiring a high-quality team, many owners find
design-build to be a very effective method to deliver a project.

Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

Integrate Project Delivery (IPD) is a newer contracting format
where the entire team is engaged in the successful delivery of
the project, including the owner, designer(s), and contractor(s)
through a very integrated, shared risk/reward approach.
Projects delivered using the Integrated Project Delivery
organizational structure have core members enter into an
Integrated Form of Agreement (IFoA). This IFoA is a single
contract for the project that is signed by all core team
members, including the owner. This is a very unique structure
that is unlike other delivery methods. Typically, all core
members will share the risks of designing and delivering the
project, along with the potential financial rewards if the
project is delivered on or below the target budget while
meeting the other project goals.
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Figure 7: Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) (Project
Organizational Chart)

Figure 4-8 shows a survey of IPD projects that were performed
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in 2010. While adoption has continued to increase since 2010,
there are still very few projects that are delivered using the IPD
approach.

Figure 8: IPD Projects in 2010
There are typically many unique management aspects

associated with IPD projects. For example, the integrated team
will frequently form a cluster group at the beginning of the
project to manage particular scopes of work or focused issues.
They will frequently set up a ‘big room’ to collocate the team
to a common location to better integrate the design and
construction team members. During design, the team will
frequently use target value design approaches to ensure that
they are designing the project to budget. They will also
frequently leverage lean construction methods, including pull
planning and the Last Planner System, to manage production.
These different systems will be discussed in more detail in a
later chapter. A good discussion of the IPD delivery approach
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is included in Integrated Project Delivery: A Guide by AIA
(2007).

Contracting Method

There are many items covered within a contract. One of the
most significant items in the contract in relation to the delivery
approach is the payment terms, which define how payments
are made from one party to another. Common payment terms
include lump sum, cost plus a fee, cost plus a fee with a
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP), or unit cost.

Lump-Sum

In a lump sum payment approach, the owner will pay a fixed
amount to the contractor for the work performed. This
amount is paid on a periodic basis, typically each month. For
the prime contractor(s), a Lump Sum arrangement typically
corresponds with a traditional, design-bid-build delivery
approach, although it can be used with other organizational
structures. Within a Lump Sum contract, the contractor will
either make a profit, if they can construct the building for
less than the lump sum value, or they will lose money if they
can not construct the building for the value. This transfers
a significant amount of the risk for financial performance to
the constructor. If the contract scope is changed or there are
errors in the construction documents that increase the cost
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of construction, the constructor can file for a change order
to increase the lump sum value. A lump sum payment
arrangement may also be referenced as a stipulated sum
arrangement. It is also important to note that many owner-
designer contracts have a stipulated sum (or lump sum)
amount. This value may be estimated as a percentage of the
total project costs, but the value is frequently incorporated
into the contract as a stipulated sum. The design firm may also
have additional compensation amounts, e.g., reimbursement
for travel to the site or meetings.

Cost Plus a Fee

The Cost Plus a Fee approach leaves the final contract value
open. It is a contractual arrangement where the owner (or a
separate prime contractor) pays for all costs of performing the
work, including labor, materials, equipment, and potentially
other costs, plus an agreed-to fee. The fee may be a lump sum
fee or it may be a percentage of the cost of work. A Cost
Plus a Fee arrangement is typical for projects where the full
scope is not well defined, and the owner wishes to start the
work. This contracting method carries a significantly lower
risk to the contractor. The contractor will need to account
for all of their costs, and share these details with the owner.
This approach is frequently referred to as Open Book since
the contractor will share their accounting with the owner, and
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the owner typically has the right to perform a full audit of the
books.

Cost + Fee with Guaranteed
Maximum Price (GMP)

To overcome one of the challenges with Cost + Fee contracts,
many Owner – Construction Manager (or some others)
contracts have a Cost + Fee with GMP. In this approach,
an owner will pay all the costs of work along with a fee to a
maximum agreed-to value. If the contractor exceeds the value
of the GMP, then they will only receive the GMP value. If
they spend less than the GMP value, then there are savings.
Cost + Fee with GMP contracts will define what happens with
savings. In many instances, they are shared between the owner
and the contractor at some percentage, e.g., 50-50 or 75-25.
In other instances, all the savings may go to the owner. With
the Cost + Fee contract, the contractor will provide invoices
accounting for all the costs that they have incurred. This is
an Open Book approach since the owner can audit the
accounting on the project.

Unit Price

For some scopes of work, although not typically an entire
project, an owner or contractor will pay a supplier or
subcontractor a unit price amount for a scope of work. For
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example, the contractor may pay for concrete by a cubic yard
of a specific mix design, or an excavation subcontractor may
be paid by the cubic yard of excavated material. A benefit of
the unit price payment method is that you can set up a project
with a clear cost per unit, while not necessarily knowing the
full scope of the work. A downside for the contracting entity
is that there is no guaranteed final cost since it is dependent on
the quantity, and there must be a quality method to document
the actual quantity performed.

Award Method

When one party would like to hire another party to perform
a service or provide a product, the party must decide how
they will select the other party. There are many different
approaches to selecting the method that they will use to award
the contract. For design and construction contracts, these
methods can be broadly categorized into a) competitive bid,
b) prequalified competitive bid, c) best value selection, and d)
negotiated selection.

Competitive Bid

One traditional method to select a contractor is to select the
lowest cost contractor in a competitively bid arrangement.
In this approach, all contractors will submit a bid, and the
Owner, or selecting entity, will review the bids and select the
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lowest cost qualified bidder. This approach is very commonly
used for public projects, along with many private projects.

Prequalified Competitive Bid

One challenge of an open competitive bid is that the owner
may select a contractor who technically fits the qualifications,
but that the owner does not feel has more advanced
qualifications. In some instances, an owner will proceed with
a 2 step process. They will first prequalify a subset of the
potential bidders, through the review of a qualification
submission for each potential bidder. Then, they will ask each
of the prequalified bidders to submit a bid for the cost of the
project, and they will select the lowest cost bidder from the
prequalified contractors.

Best Value Selection

Another approach to selecting a contractor is to develop a
best-value selection process. In this approach, the owner will
identify the criteria that they value, and develop an approach
to weigh each of the criteria. These criteria may include the
quality of the team, experience on a similar project, plan for
approaching the project, and other criteria. They will also
include cost as a factor, but not as the only selection factor.
Once these criteria are identified, then the owner will review
the submissions from potential contractors and rate each of
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the criteria. The final item to be reviewed and weighted will be
the cost. The selection will occur based upon the contractor
who rates the highest in the combined weighted equation.
This approach can yield the selection of a contractor who
aligns more closely with the values of the project.

Negotiated Selection

A final approach to selecting a contractor is to identify an
entity (or entities) that you would like to hire, and then
directly negotiate a mutually acceptable agreement with the
entity. This has the benefit of being able to select the entity
directly, but this may not be allowed in many public
organizations due to a lack of competitive selection. There are
exceptions in public procurement laws, but this is typically not
allowed.

Project Organizational Charts

It is very common to draw a project organizational chart
(sometimes simply called an ‘org’ chart) that identifies all
primary parties on a project. These charts also show the
contractual relationships between the parties, indicated by
lines in the diagram. Note that project organizational charts
focus on the relationships between the organizations on the
project, unlike an organizational chart for personnel within a
single organization.
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Project organizational charts can sometimes be quite
graphic, with companies using their logos or other symbols,
or they may simply show the entities and their relationships.
In the examples that follow, we will keep the project
organizational charts simple, and simply show the core
attributes of the delivery strategy. Figure 9 shows a relatively
simple sample organizational chart for a design-bid-build
structure. Figure 10 includes a more comprehensive
organizational chart that you would see for larger projects with
more trade contractors and more design consultants. Also,
note that each sample has a legend that you would want to
include with an organizational chart. In addition to showing
the contract lines, you could also include the contract type on
these lines, e.g., LS for a lump sum, or Cost+ for cost plus a fee.
These are not included in the samples below.
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Figure 9: Sample project organizational chart showing the
owner at the top with several specific firms as the designer,
general contractor, and other designers and trade
contractors (link to template draw.io file)
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Figure 10: Sample project organizational chart with different
format to show a larger number of design consultants and
trade contractors (link to template draw.io file)

When drawing a project organizational chart, it is typical to
have the owner at the top of the chart. The owner initiates
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all of the prime contracts on the project. By saying ‘prime’
contracts, that means that an entity is directly contracted with
the owner. As we proceed vertically through the project
organizational chart, the levels of contracts are sometimes
referenced by their relationship to the prime contractors. For
example, a party that contracts with a prime contractor is
sometimes referenced as a ‘subcontract’, or sometimes (but
not often) a first-tier subcontractor. This means that the
subcontracted party has a direct contract with a prime
contractor. Then, if a subcontractor initiates a separate
contract with a trade contractor, they may be referred to as
a ‘second-tier subcontractor’. For example, an owner may
contract with a general contractor as a prime contractor.
Then, the general contractor may contract with a mechanical
specialty trade contractor via a subcontract. The mechanical
trade would be a subcontractor. The mechanical specialty
trade may then contract with a controls contractor who would
be a second-tier subcontractor. The sample project
organizational charts in the figures above only have prime and
subcontractor parties, they do not include any second-tier
subcontractors.

Payments, roles, and responsibilities follow these contract
lines. In the above example, the owner would pay the prime
contractor, the prime constructor will then pay the
subcontractors, and the subcontractors will then pay the
second-tier subcontractors.

It is helpful to use a graphics program when developing a
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project organizational chart. The charts used in this book were
developed in diagrams.net. This is a free, open-source software
application. You can either download the application locally
or you can use a browser-based version of the application at
https://diagrams.net The sample organizational charts in this
chapter can be downloaded as a template document at this
link. There are multiple pages in this file that you can easily use
to select the appropriate organizational structure and modify
the template organizational chart as needed.

Related Topics

There are several related topics that some may consider within
the project delivery methods area. The following items
focused on partnering and fast-tracking are NOT project
delivery methods, but instead, they are related to the delivery
of projects and the relationships of the project team members.

Partnering

The Construction Industry Institute (CII) (1996) defined
partnering as “a long-term commitment between two or
more organizations as in an alliance or it may be applied to a
shorter period of time such as the duration of a project. The
purpose of partnering is to achieve specific business objectives
by maximizing the effectiveness of each participant’s
resources.” International Partnering Institute (IPA) defined
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“construction partnering as a structured process that brings a
design and construction team together regularly throughout
the life of a project. Partnering provides a space
for communication, improved strategy, and issue resolution.”

The partnering process, which may be contractual or non-
contractual, puts in place a series of collaboration approaches
aimed at improving the relationships between project
participants, regardless of the formal delivery method used.
For example, on projects with a formal partnering agreement,
the partnering program will typically work to develop a formal
partnering charter for the project, focused on defining how the
team seeks to work together and how they will ensure valuable
collaboration. Items that may be included in a comprehensive
partnering program include (IPA 2022):

• Partnering Specification: To guide the partnering
process and balance the power of everyone in the room

• Charter: Co-created by the team in kick-off session(s) to
establish goals and strategies to meet the goals

• Issue Resolution Process: To define an approach to the
fair resolution of issues

• Anonymous Surveys: To collect feedback on progress
toward goals

• Follow-up Sessions: To update goals, and identify and
resolve issues, held at least quarterly

• Lessons Learned Session(s): To capture and learn from
experiences
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• A neutral professional facilitator: To guide the team
through the partnering process

IPA presents the timeline for partnering as shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11: The Collaborative Partnering Process (Source: IPA
2022)

Partnering can be implemented across all delivery methods.
Partnering has been shown to aid in timely issue resolution
and improved schedule, cost, and quality. It can help the
teamwork, together, to focus on core project goals, and to learn
from the project experience, as a team.

Fast-Tracking

Simply put, fast-tracking is the overlapping of the design and
the construction process. If a project is fast-tracked, then the
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constructors will start to build some portions of the project,
e.g., demolition, excavation, foundation, and possibly
structural elements while the designers continue to develop
the more detailed design. This fast-tracking will reduce the
overall schedule, but it must be managed well to reduce the
risks associated with building portions of the project prior
to design completion. Fast-tracking can be achieved in many
different delivery methods provided the contractors are
procured prior to the completion of the design. Therefore, by
definition, we can not fast-track in a design-bid-build delivery
approach since we need the design to be 100% complete prior
to procuring a contractor. But, we can fast-track a project
using the CM-at-Risk, CM Agency, Design-Build, and IPD
delivery approaches. With the CM approaches, it is important
that the CM procure the trades needed to complete the fast-
tracked work tasks prior to completion of design.

It is important to note that some people may use the
terminology of fast-track and design-build interchangeably,
but they are very different topics. Fast-tracking is focused on
the parallel scheduling of activities. Design-build is a project
delivery approach.

Recent Research

Research has supported the value of more integrative delivery
methods. An initial study, performed by Konchar and
Sanvido (1995) focused on comparing three broad delivery
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methods (Design-Bid-Build, CM at Risk, and Design-Build).
The study reviewed a significant amount of data related to
overall project performance on 351 projects. The conclusions
of the study clearly illustrated that Design-Build projects
outperformed other delivery methods when comparing cost,
schedule, and quality metrics. Specifically, the data indicated
that DB has 6% less cost growth than DBB, DB projects were
completed 33% faster than DBB, and DB projects had a 10%
higher rating for quality than DBB (Konchar and Sanvido,
1998).

More recently, a new dataset of 212 U.S. projects was
developed and analyzed (Molenaar and Franz, 2018). In 2018,
this data was analyzed to evaluate relative cost, schedule, and
quality metrics based on the delivery method adopted for a
project. A summary of the quantitative data from the study is
shown in Figure 12 (extracted from the study’s final report).
Note that the column titled ‘This Study’ is the data analyzed
in 2018. This data shows general consistency with the original
data from 1998, with Design-Build generally outperforming
the CM at Risk, and CM at Risk outperforming the Design-
Bid-Build delivery approach.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of Performance Metrics by Delivery
Method – Comparing 1998 and 2018 Data (Source: Molenaar
and Franz, 2018)

It is important to note that these study results do not suggest
that every project should use a design-build delivery approach.
In fact, the study was performed prior to the advent of the
more recent Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) approach. A
more recent study evaluated the different project delivery
attributes that influenced the overall project performance on
projects.

Overall, it is clear that well-managed projects that leverage
higher levels of integration of team members and budget
transparency can yield high levels of success.

Selecting a Project Delivery
Method

Several guides and tools have been developed to assist owners
in the selection of delivery methods. One of the earliest tools
developed was the Project Delivery Selection System (PDSS)
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by Vesay (1991). This simple decision matrix aimed to point
an owner to potential delivery approaches that may be most
appropriate for their project given a series of project
characteristics. In particular, Vesay developed a decision tree
using 6 project characteristics which include:

1. Scope Definition: Is the scope of the project clearly
defined at the time of procurement? (Well Defined/
Poorly Defined)

2. Time Criticality: Is time critical to achieving project
success? (Yes/No)

3. Owner Experience Level: Is the owner experienced with
managing the delivery of projects? (Yes/No)

4. Team (or potential team) Experience Level: Is the team,
or the pool of potential team members, experienced with
the delivery of similar projects? (Experienced/
Inexperienced)

5. Quality Level: Is the level of desired quality equivalent
to industry standards or above industry standards?
(Industry Standard (i.s.) or Above Industry Standards

(a.s.))
6. Cost Criticality: Is the first cost of the facility critical to

success? (Yes/No)

From the answer to these six questions, the PDSS recommends
the consideration of one or more potential delivery methods
and payment methods. Note that it may point to one
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suggested method, multiple suggested methods, or suggest
that a characteristic be revised prior to proceeding, e.g., more
clearly develop the scope prior to proceeding with the project.
The decision trees from Vesay (1991) with some additional
revisions to include the IPD delivery method are shown in
Figure 13 (delivery method) and Figure 14 (payment method).
These decision trees are simply meant to guide an owner.
Specific project characteristics may limit the potential
selection of methods (e.g., a procurement law or restriction).
Characteristics may also guide an owner to one method over
another, e.g., previous history with a successful team.

Figure 13: Project Delivery Selection System (PDSS) Decision
Tree
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Figure 14: Project Delivery Selection System (PDSS)
Tabulated Solutions
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A more recent study yielded the Maximizing Success in
Integrated Projects: An Owner’s Guide by Leicht et al. (2016).
This guide outlines additional items to consider when
selecting and managing the delivery of a project. This
document highlights the importance of three critical features
when delivering projects:

1. Early involvement: When possible, get the primary
builder, and if possible, the trade contractors involved
early in the project design phase;

2. Qualifications-based selection: When possible,
employ some form of qualifications-based selection, not
just low-cost; and

3. Cost Transparency: When possible, select a
contracting approach that provides cost transparency
between the owner and the prime constructor(s). This
would include payment methods such as cost plus fee or
cost plus fee with a guaranteed maximum price.

Review questions
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An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=51#h5p-4
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5.

INTRODUCTION TO
CONSTRUCTION COST
ESTIMATING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define typical cost estimating methods that

are used within the Construction Industry

• Describe the types of cost information

available to various participants within the

industry

• Describe relative levels of accuracy for

different estimating approaches



Introduction to Cost Estimation
for Construction Projects

Construction cost estimating is both an art and a science.
To be an effective estimator, you need to be able to interpret
a facility design, and visualize and plan the approach toward
building the facility. The best estimators are also very good
at understanding previous construction costs and interpreting
the conditions that will add or reduce future costs.

Construction cost estimates (‘estimates’) are created at
many different points in time throughout a project. The
owner may develop very early feasibility estimates to determine
if a project is economically viable. A designer or construction
manager may develop a series of progressively detailed
estimates during the design process to ensure that the project
is being designed to the owner’s budget. A general contractor
or trade contractor will develop estimates to determine their
bid or budget values for a project. And there may be multiple
estimates developed to determine the impact of various design
options, or develop a cost estimate for a design change during
the construction process.

Construction cost estimates are also developed to different
levels of detail, and different levels of accuracy. One method
of defining levels of detail is to follow the RS Means levels of
detail. They define 4 different types of estimates at progressive
levels of detail as follows:
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Rough Order of Magnitude (or Averaged Square Foot)
Estimate

These estimates leverage average statistical values for the cost
per unit or cost per square foot for a building. They are
projected to be accurate to within +/- 20%, although this
accuracy can be highly variable. This estimate can be
performed with very limited information, e.g., how many cars
for a parking garage or an approximate number of square feet
for an office building. This estimate can be performed in the
planning phase, and should only take approximately 10
minutes to perform.

Modeled Square Foot Estimate
These estimates leverage predefined model buildings to aim

to develop a building that is representative of the future
building. This approach is projected to be accurate to within
+/- 15%, but again, this can be very variable depending upon
the levels of assumptions. The Modeled Square Foot
estimating approach requires that you have an approximate
building footprint, know the structural system, and know the
facade system. This estimating approach can be implemented
in the Schematic Design phase and will typically take
approximately 1 hour to perform.

Assemblies (or Systems) Estimate
An assemblies estimate is developed by identifying,

quantifying, and pricing each of the assemblies within a
project. They are projected to be accurate to within 10%. To
perform an assemblies estimate, you need to know the system-
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level design and be able to perform quantity takeoffs for the
various systems. This typically can occur within the Design
Development phase. It will typically take approximately 1 day
to develop this type of estimate, with much of the time spent
on performing quantity takeoffs (quantifying the amount of
each item).

Unit Price (Detailed) Estimate
A unit price estimate is a very detailed estimating approach

where you define each of the items contained within the
project, and price these items after defining the specific
construction methods that will be used to construct them.
This approach can be accurate to within +/- 5% of the cost,
although this depends on the complexity of the project. To
perform this type of estimate, the design must be quite
complete, so it is typically done near or at the end of the
construction documents phase. It can take up to 3 weeks to
perform a detailed estimate of all items in a building, with
a significant amount of time spent on performing quantity
takeoffs.

There is a chapter in these notes devoted to each of these
estimating methods.

Sources of Estimating Data:
To develop an estimate of the cost to construct a facility,

it is important to identify data sources that will be used for
the estimate. There are many different potential data sources.
They can be divided into the following categories:

1. Actual Cost Data:
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Depending upon the level of detail, and time available, you
can obtain actual price quotes and actual cost information
for some, or many, of the elements that will be included in
the estimate. For example, if you are going to subcontract
portions of the project, e.g., the concrete or steel trade, you
can request quotes from one or multiple potential trade
contractors. You can also contact suppliers to get firm quotes
on the cost of specific materials and equipment. Finally, you
can get actual wage rates for workers on the project, although
you will still need to develop estimates for how many hours
the work activities will take. If you can get firm quotes from
subcontractors and suppliers, with a time period to accept and
contract with them for the supplies and equipment, then you
have a high degree of confidence in the actual costs for the
portions of the project estimate.

2. Historical Cost Data: Company Data
If you can not obtain actual cost quotations, or for work

activities that a contractor will directly perform, they can
leverage historical data from their own projects. For example,
if you are a concrete contractor and you are developing an
estimate for the concrete work on the concrete work on a
future office building, you can review the actual costs and
production rates from previous projects that your company
has performed. When doing so, it is critical for the estimating
team to fully understand the context of the previous projects,
along with how the project team tracked their costs. If a
company maintains good records of previous project costs and
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production rates, then it can relatively easily develop estimates
for similar future projects that are quite accurate.

3. Historical Cost Data: National / Regional Averages
For organizations that do not have their own data available,

there are organizations that collect cost data, and then report
this data through online databases or cost estimating guides/
books. These organizations are typically collecting data from
many projects that are performed in many locations, and then
averaging and modifying this data to represent average national
construction costs. The data will also be compiled at different
levels of detail, e.g., individual work activities, building
systems, and overall building level costs. It is always important
to keep in mind that the data in these cost guides/databases
are averaged data, and individual site conditions, project
complexity, and other factors may significantly impact
potential costs. Therefore, these are the easiest source of data
to find but are not as reliable as accurate, well-organized
company data sources.

The most broadly used data source for historical data is
the information from R.S. Means. R.S. Means has a series of
books that outline costs for a variety of project types and levels
of detail (see Figure 5.1 for cover pages) For example, they
have guides for Unit Price estimating, Square Foot estimating,
and Assemblies Estimating. They also have guides for various
specific trades, e.g., concrete, steel, masonry, mechanical and
electrical. And they have some guides for specific purposes,
e.g., renovations, facility management, and green buildings.
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Finally, they also have guides with cost differentials based upon
the labor used, e.g., the Open Shop cost guide for non-union
labor. It is important to note that all guides unless specifically
noted as ‘Open Shop’ are priced with wage rates for a union or
prevailing wage workforce.

Figure 1: Cover Pages for R.S. Means Estimating Manuals
(for Penn State students, most manuals are available in the
Engineering Library)

Impact of Time on Cost
As time progresses, it is typical for costs to escalate, at least in

most economic conditions. Broadly, this is known as inflation,
and we typically measure this cost escalation by pricing a series
of goods over time and seeing how the price changes from
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one time period to another. The most typical measure in the
US for inflation is the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which
is calculated from a typical basket of goods that an average
person may buy, e.g., food, gas, etc.

When we estimate projected building costs, there are similar
cost escalations that occur, but these escalations are more
targeted toward the cost escalation of building materials and
the labor cost for construction. Therefore, it is more accurate
to consider cost escalation by calculating the escalation of a
construction-related ‘basket of goods’. RS Means has
developed several specific cost index values, similar to CPI but
focused on construction. These include the Building Cost
Index (BCI) which contains typical products and labor for
building construction; the Construction Cost Index (CCI)
which is much broader to cover roads, bridges, and
infrastructure; and the Material Cost Index for building
materials.

When we perform cost estimates for building projects, we
will focus on using the BCI value since it is more targeted
to buildings. If you compare BCI values for two periods in
time, then you can transition relative economic values between
these times with a simple calculation of ratios. The BCI, CCI,
and MCI are all reported in the Engineering News Record
publication, which is published each week (see Figure 2).
Monthly and annual averages are also available on the ENR
website and are included in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Construction Economics Section from Engineering
News Record (reported weekly in ENR)
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Fig. 3: ENR’s Building Construction Cost (BCI) Index History
(partial) from 2022 to 2004

When using the RS Means data, it is valuable to know that
the data within a cost guide is updated to be consistent with
the index values for January of the year on the cover. For
example, if you have a 2021 RS Means Building Construction
Cost Guide, all cost data will be statistically modified to be
consistent with the January 2021 BCI.

If you are a private organization that maintains your own
cost data, you will also want to modify the data based upon
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the time of construction. Individual companies may maintain
their own information to modify these costs. For example,
Turner Construction maintains, and even publishes, its own
cost index over time which is available online.

The escalation of costs over time can vary significantly, but
on average, construction costs have historically risen
approximately 3% per year. When we estimate future
construction costs, we need to consider the projected future
cost increases. Throughout this class, unless otherwise noted,
a projected escalation of 3% per year can be used for future
construction cost escalation. Companies will be reviewing
their recent experience and projected future market conditions
to establish the escalation values that they project when
developing their cost estimates. This can have a significant
impact on their final economic success on certain types of
projects, e.g., lump-sum contracts, especially for projects that
span several years.

Modify Index Values for Location
Construction costs vary by geographic location to due

differences in material, equipment, and labor costs. These
variations can be significant. These cost variations can be
caused by many factors, including local costs of resources, site
conditions (e.g., urban construction tends to cost more than
rural), availability of contractors, taxes, and overall region or
country economics. In the 2021 International Construction
Market Survey by Turner & Townsend, they found Tokyo,
Hong Kong, and San Francisco to be the 3 most expensive
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cities in the world to build (see Figure 4 for the top 10 most
expensive places to build). It is interesting to see that 4 of the
top 10 most expensive locations are major cities within the
United States.

Figure 4: Top 10 Most Expensive Places to Build (Source:
International Construction Market Report 2021 by Turner &
Townsend)

In the RS Means data, they develop all their data into a
national average for publishing, and then they publish
Location Factors for different cities. For example, a location
factor for Dickinson, North Dakota can be identified in the
Location Factor table which is included in the back of each
of the Gordian Guides with RS Means data (see Figure 5).
The national average is 1.0, and the commercial construction
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location factor for Dickinson is 0.85. Therefore, if a building
is estimated from the guide to cost $100 million, then the
estimated cost in Dickinson would be $85 million. Gordian
publishes both residential and commercial location factors in
some tables. Note that the residential location factors are
targeted toward single-family detached residential, not
residential apartment buildings which would be considered
commercial construction. Some guides also publish specific
City Indexes which are more specific for altering the cost for
both time and location within a given city. RS Means
publishes city indexes for 20 large cities in the US.

Figure 5: Location Factor Table from Cost Estimating Manual

There are also international indexes that allow estimates to
be transitioned from one country to another, although this is
certainly not as accurate for many purposes.

Understanding the Audience
One important aspect of cost estimating is to always

understand and project your audience for the estimate. If you
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are developing an estimate for an owner, early in the project,
you will want to make sure that the owner is aware of the
potential variation, and that you clearly define what is
included in the estimate, and which items are not included.
For example, if you perform a Rough Order of Magnitude
estimate using RS Means, the estimate will include
construction costs, but it will not include the design fees, land
cost, or extensive site work. These inclusions and exclusions
vary by the type of estimate performed.

RS Means – What is Included?
RS Means data is collected from actual projects. This data

collection approach, and the statistics performed after
collection, can influence their ability to draw future
projections from the data. Therefore, each of the 4 estimating
methods defined in RS Means approaches has some items
excluded. The following items are always excluded from RS
Means data estimates due to their high level of variability on
projects:

• Land cost
• Detailed site work
• Financing costs

The following additional items may be excluded from some of
the types of estimates:

• Designer fee (not in ROM or Unit Cost – unless added)
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• Contractor fee and home office overhead (not in Unit
Price unless specifically added)

• Contractor general requirements (not in Unit Price
unless specifically added)

Review Questions

1. List the four types of estimates, along with

their relative accuracy levels.

2. Which of the following items are never

included in an RS Means cost guide (mark all

that apply):

◦ Construction costs

◦ Land cost

◦ Designer fees

◦ Financing cost

3. When modifying an estimate for time on a

highway project, you can use a ratio of the

Construction Cost Index (CCI) for the estimated

time of cost data and the actual time for the

construction. (true / false)

4. From the tables in this chapter, what was the
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Building Construction Cost (BCC) index value in

January 2015?

5. Based on the location factor data in Figure 4,

the cost for construction in Columbus Ohio is

higher than the average cost of construction

within the United States. (true/false)

Review Question Answers
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6.

ROUGH ORDER OF
MAGNITUDE (ROM)
COST ESTIMATING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the benefits and limitations of the

ROM estimating approach

• Develop a Rough Order of Magnitude estimate

for a building project

• Perform cost estimate translations considering

time factors and location factors

• Identify the appropriate locations to find the

R.S. Means cost data tables used for ROM

estimates



Introduction

At the earliest stages of a project, an owner or developer will
seek a general cost estimate for a facility. At this early stage,
they may not have much information about a building. They
may only know general information about the use of the
facility, or know the general size of the building. At this earliest
stage, there is a possibility to develop cost estimates based upon
statistical data from the cost of buildings of a similar type.
If a contractor builds a large quantity of a particular type of
building in the location of a future building, they may be able
to provide valuable insight into the cost of similar buildings in
the area. Without this type of insight, cost guides, such as RS
Means, provide a method, based upon statistical averages and
deviations, to calculate a very rough cost estimate for a facility
simply based upon a future use or size projection.

The Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) estimating
approach is used at the earliest stages of the project, and could
also be sometimes referred to as a ‘napkin’ estimate since you
could write it on a napkin while having lunch with a client.
These estimates can be valuable to an owner or developer since
they gain a relative scale of the costs which can be very valuable
for determining the overall economic feasibility of a project.
They can also provide insights into the impact of various levels
of quality that they may be able to develop for a given budget.

Performing a Rough Order of
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Magnitude (ROM) Estimate with
RS Means Data

The tables and information for performing a ROM estimate
with RS Means cost data are included in a section toward
the end of the Assemblies Estimating Guide. The title used
for these data tables within RS Means Guides is ‘Square Foot
Estimate’ which can be misleading since the values are
calculated in a significantly different manner than the Modeled
Square Foot Estimates that will be included in the next
chapter. The tables, simply several pages of data, provide
statistical average cost data for each type of facility with a
distribution showing the 1/4 (25%) of project cost and the 3/4
(75%) of the project cost. With the average, 1/4 and 3/4 values,
you can then develop an estimated cost per square foot for a
facility based upon the expected level of quality and difficulty
in construction. A detailed description of the values and how
they are calculated is included in Figure 6-1 from the
Assemblies Cost Guide.
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Figure 6-1: Description of the Rough Order of Magnitude
Estimating Approach with RS Means Data

To perform the estimate, you can either have an approximate
footprint or size (square foot) for the building, or you may
know the programmatic use of the facility along with a key use
quantity, e.g., number of cars for a parking garage, number of
beds for a nursing home. If you only know the programmatic
units, you can easily convert these units to an approximate
square foot value leveraging the Space Planning table provided
in RS Means (see Figure 6-2).
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Figure 6-2: Unit Gross Area Requirements – Space Planning

RS Means also publishes a table that includes the estimated
cost per square foot for many types of facilities. A sample is
shown in Figure 6-3. After defining the appropriate level of
quality, you can identify an approximate cost per square foot
for the building. Once you know the estimated square foot,
and an approximate square foot value, you will then be able
to modify the cost per square foot based upon the overall size
of the facility relative to the average facility size for the data
within RS Means. This Size Modifier is important since the
cost per unit (square foot) of a building will vary based upon
the size of the building. Larger buildings have a lower cost per
square foot than smaller buildings due to the crews learning
the construction methods and being more productive, along
with the ability to get lower material costs due to quantities
purchased. In addition, there is less overhead per unit of cost,
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and there is typically a lower amount of facade per floor area
which reduces costs. Due to all of these factors, the unit (per
square foot) cost for a larger building is lower, even though
the absolute cost of the building will be higher than a smaller
building.

Figure 6-3: Example of ROM Estimate Tables

To account for this in the ROM estimate, you need to calculate
a cost modifier by comparing the estimated size of the planned
building to the average size published for the RS Means facility
type. This ratio of relative sizes can then be used within the
Size Multiplier graph to identify a multiplier for the estimated
value (see Figure 6-4).
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Figure 6-4: Size Modifier Table for ROM

What is Included in the ROM
Values?

The ROM estimate is simply a statistically averaged cost with
some distributions for a particular type of building in the RS
Means’ dataset. The data is for the total construction cost.
Therefore, the ROM estimated value does NOT include the
designer fee for the project. It also excludes the typical items
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that are excluded from all RS Means cost data, e.g., land and
financing costs. It does include the contractor’s general
conditions and fee since these values are contained within the
total construction cost values.
Please reference the course slides to see additional details
regarding the Rough Order of Magnitude estimating
approach.

Steps to Develop a Rough Order
of Magnitude (ROM) Estimate

The following are the steps to develop a ROM estimate by
using the Gardian estimating manual with the actual square
foot cost data from RS Means.

1. Identify the Project Size

As previously discussed, the project size may be determined
from an approximate building footprint if one exists, or you
can calculate the approximate size by using the Space Planning
Table in the Gardian manual (see Figure 6-2). This table
includes approximate sizes for different building types based
upon a unit of measure.
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2. Identify the Square Foot Unit Cost

Using the Project Costs table in the Gardian guide (see Figure
6-3), identify the estimated cost per square foot for the
project. You can select the median costs, or the 1/4 or 3/4
cost values, based upon the projected level of quality for the
project.

3. Modify the Cost per Square Foot to
Account for Project Size

Use the project size modifier graph and tables (see Figure 6-4)
to identify the cost multiplier. See Figure 6-4 and the
description earlier in this chapter for details regarding this
calculation. After identifying the Cost Modifier from the
graph, you will then calculate a modified cost per square foot
for the building by simply multiplying the Square Foot Unit
Cost from Step 2 by the Cost Modifier.

4. Calculate the Building Cost

The overall building cost estimate can be calculated by
multiplying the cost per square foot by the estimated square
foot quantity in Step 1. It is important to note that this
estimated value is for an average location in the United States
with a construction time of January of the year of the Gardian
cost guide.
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5. Modify the Building Cost for Time
and Location Factors

The estimated cost should be modified for the time of
construction and the location. This is performed by
calculating a time multiplier and a location multiplier.
Mathematically, it does not matter whether you modify for
time or location first, but it is important to modify for both of
them. More details regarding the time multiplier and location
multiplier can be found in Chapter 5 and in our class
presentations.

6. Make Additional Modifications if
Appropriate

There are many other items that you may include in the
ROM. The ROM calculation using the Gardian approach
does not include design fees, so if a design and construction
cost estimate is required, you can add approximate design fees.
The estimate will also not include land and financing costs.
These could be added depending upon the purpose of the
estimate.
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=63#h5p-10
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7.

MODELED SQUARE
FOOT (SF) COST
ESTIMATING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the benefits and limitations of the

Modeled Square Foot (SF) estimating

approach

• Develop a Modeled Square Foot estimate for a

building project

• Identify the appropriate locations to find the

R.S. Means cost data tables used for Modeled

Square Foot estimates



Introduction

As additional details are known about a building, a project
team can develop a Modeled Square Foot estimate based
upon previously composed model projects that have been
developed in the Gordian Guide for SF Estimating with RS
Means data. This method focuses on identifying the building
type, and a small number of core building parameters (exterior
facade and structural system) to define an estimated cost per
square foot. Additions can then be included within the
estimate.

The descriptions contained in Figures 1 and 2 show a
description of the content contained on the 2 pages for each
building type that are contained in the Square Foot Estimating
Guide. These descriptions are referenced from the beginning
of the estimating Guide. This Guide is simply composed of
a series of Square Foot pages per building type. The initial
part of the Guide is for residential buildings (houses), and the
latter section is for commercial buildings. There are also some
individual assemblies included toward the end of the guide,
along with other tables and information.
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Figure 1: Introduction of the Modeled Square Foot Estimating
Approach (Source: Gordian Square Foot Costs with RS Means
Data 2018)
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Figure 2: Continuation of Introduction of the Modeled Square
Foot Estimating Approach (Page 2 of each building) (Source:
Gordian Square Foot Costs with RS Means Data 2018)

A square foot estimate can be performed at the early stages
of a project, for example, during schematic design. To perform
the estimate, you will need to have as a minimum an
approximate footprint for the building, an understanding of
the type of structural system, a proposed facade type, and an
estimated floor to floor height. If you do not know any of
these items, you could still develop an estimate using various
assumptions.

The Modeled SF Estimating approach is very different from
the ROM Estimating approach described in the previous
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chapter. The Modeled SF Estimating approach is taking more
detailed building assemblies, e.g., structural system elements,
mechanical system elements, etc., and building a ‘model’
estimate for a fictitious building that would be similar to the
facility type. RS Means leverages average assembly
components when designing these model buildings, but the
estimating sheets are not based upon an actual building. In
this way, they can build many modeled buildings making
various assumptions about overall facility size and the quantity
of perimeter. The perimeter length is particularly important
in this form of estimating since larger amounts of perimeter
per gross square footage of the building will cause the building
to be more expensive since the facade is an expensive element
within a building. This method can also account for variations
in floor height since increasing floor height will increase overall
building cost due to extra vertical elements (e.g., plumbing,
structure, elevator, etc.) along with larger amounts of the
facade.

In contrast, the Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM)
method presented in the previous chapter is based on the
Reported Square Foot costs from a data set of many previous
building projects. The Reported Square Foot method that
we used for the ROM estimates simply uses average building
costs across the dataset. The average costs are not calculated
from any detailed characteristics or system types within the
building. Therefore, the Modeled SF Estimating approach can
be much more accurate than the previous ROM approach.
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Figures 7-3 and 7-4 include a sample of the two pages for
one of the building types. In particular, these pages provide
a description of a 4-8 Story Hosptial. You will notice that
the building type has a reference number, which is M.340.
These reference numbers help RS Means keep track of the
data that they compile, and also allow users to refer back to
the assumed data. You will notice that almost all elements of
data reported in the Gordian guides (based upon RS Means
data) have some form of the reference number, whether it
is a building, a system within a building, a component, or a
construction crew type.

Figure 7-3 is highlighting, in the Blue box, the base unit
cost for a typical 4-8 story hospital that is 200,000 square feet
(SF). Note that the base building cost is initially pulled from
the data table from the overall square footage of the entire
building. You do not want to select the base cost from the
linear feet of the perimeter, but instead, modify for the
perimeter of the building after you have identified the base
building cost from the square foot area. The table includes
various exterior wall types, and some buildings also include
alternative structural systems. In our example, if the hospital
is 200,000 sf and has a fiber cement facade, then the projected
cost for the building will be $273.80 per square foot. This
number would then need to be modified for the linear feet of
the perimeter with the average linear feet of the perimeter in
our example being 866 LF (see the second number in the Blue
column). The cost would also need to be modified for story
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height, location, time, and other quality/scope related items.
If there is a basement in the facility, there is a different number
provided within the Gardian guides, which is highlighted in
the yellow box. A step-by-step procedure for developing a SF
cost estimate is included in the next section.

Figure 3: Sample Hospital Project Square Foot Estimate
(Modified from Gordian Square Foot Costs with RS Means
Data 2018)
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Figure 4: Example Hospital Square Foot Cost – Page 2
(modified from Gordian Square Foot Costs with RS Means
Data 2018)

It is important to note that the Modeled SF Estimating
approach includes the cost of all of the assemblies used in the
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building (see Figure 4 which shows the assemblies for the one
highlighted model building), and it also includes the overall
contractor fees and architects fees. These are included at the
bottom of the 2nd page (see Figure 4). You can also modify
your estimate with common additions that are listed on the
first page of each of the modeled facilities (see Section 9 in
Figure 1). These common additions are included for each
facility type.

Steps to Develop a Modeled
Square Foot Estimate:

1. Find the Correct (or closest) Model in
the Square Foot Estimating Manual

The Gordian Square Foot Estimating Manual contains many
different types of buildings, but certainly not all types of
buildings. In particular, if you have an unusual building type,
or a mixed-use facility (e.g., 3 stories of parking, 2 stories of
retail, 5 stories of office, and 5 stories of a hotel), then you
will not be able to find an exact match for your building type.
Therefore, you may need to leverage several different model
types, and then average, or weighted average, the building
types in order to approximate either a cost per square foot for
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the entire building, or a cost per square foot for the sections of
the building.

2. Perform Quantity Takeoffs

To complete a SF estimate, you will need to calculate the SF per
floor for the buildings, along with calculating the linear foot
of perimeter for a typical floor. In addition, you will need to
calculate the overall SF of the building, by adding up the SF
for each floor. If there are duplicate floor layouts, this can be
easily performed by multiplying the floor area by the number
of floors in the building. Additionally, you will need to know
the overall average estimated floor to floor height.

3. Identify the Cost per Square Foot for
the building

By using the main table within the estimating manual (see
Figure 3 for example), identify the cost per SF of the building
based upon the total building SF (top row) and the structural
system/facade type (left column). Make sure that you use the
total SF to identify the unit cost. You will use the LF of
Perimeter in a later step. If the exact SF is not identified as a
column in the table, you can interpolate between the lower and
higher SF cost columns to calculate the overall cost per SF.

4. Adjust the Cost per SF to consider
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LF of Perimeter Wall and Story Height

After identifying a base cost per square foot, you can modify
the cost per square foot to account for higher or lower overall
amounts of the perimeter wall and the cost of additional (or
reduced) floor height. To adjust for the perimeter wall, you
will first identify the estimated quantity of LF given the
column that you used for your SF of building. In the example
in Figure 3, if you have a building of 200,000 SF, you would
expect 866 LF of the perimeter wall. If the actual LF is higher
than 866, then the building will cost more per SF due to the
additional cost of the facade. Therefore, you can calculate the
additional cost by looking at the adjustment factor in the next
to the bottom row in the table. For our example, this shows
that there is an additional $1.60 per SF for every additional
100 LF of the perimeter. By using this ratio, you can easily
calculate the adjustment factor.

You will also need to adjust the cost per base SF by the
overall story height. If you look on Page 2 for any model, you
will find the typical floor to floor (or Story) height. In Figure
4, you can see this typical story height for our example of 12′.
By referencing the adjustment factor in the bottom row of the
table, you will see that each additional 1′ of story height will
add (or reduce) $0.85 per SF of building area.
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5. Calculate the Total Base Cost

After modifying the cost per SF for the perimeter and story
height, then the total base cost can be estimated by multiplying
the cost per SF by the total SF for the building.

6. Calculate the Additional Basement
Cost

The cost per SF of the basement area is identified in the
estimating table, at the bottom of the table (see the yellow
box in Figure 3. To calculate the basement cost, multiply the
cost per SF of the basement area by the takeoff quantity for
the basement. This value can then be added to the Total Base
Cost.

7. Identify any Common Additions

On the first page for each model, there is a list of potential
common additions (see Section 9 in Figure 1 for an example).
These common additions can include items such as
furnishings/appliances, elevators, etc. These additional items
would be added to the total cost after calculating the estimated
total cost.
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8. Modify for Time and Location

You will need to modify the overall cost for both time and
location, similar to the previous methods. See the previous
chapters for additional details. Just a reminder that the overall
Building Cost Index (BCI) or Construction Cost Index (CCI)
for an estimating manual is taken as the January BCI or CCI
for the year on the cover of the manual.

9. Add Additional Items

Based upon the purpose of the estimate, you may add other
items to the estimated value. These could include an overall
contingency for unforeseen items, land costs if purchasing the
land, excavation and sitework costs, permitting fees, and
financing costs for construction loans. It is important to note
that the fees for the contractor and the fees for the design are
incorporated into the SF estimating approach (see the blue box
in Figure 4). It may also be beneficial to present the number
as a range (e.g., $2,000,000 +/- 15%) and it is also helpful
to round the final number, at least to the closest $1,000
depending upon the value and audience. It can be confusing
or potentially misleading if the number looks too precise when
it remains an approximate amount for the project.
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=69#h5p-12
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8.

ASSEMBLIES COST
ESTIMATING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the benefits and limitations of the

assemblies estimating approach

• Develop an assemblies estimate for a building

project

• Calculate the approximate cost differentials for

selecting various system options for a project



Introduction

Once a project design progresses to a level where systems are
defined, the team can continue with estimates that leverage the
system information. If we refer back to our design phases, this
level of estimates is primarily aligned with design development,
when the systems are being designed, although some systems
may be designed prior to this phase. These systems could
include items as simple as the number of lavatories or toilets.
It could also be more complex such as an assemblies estimate
per square foot of building area for a mechanical system, such
as rooftop units. It is important to note that some of the
quantities used to develop the assemblies are straightforward,
such as number of units for the lavatories, although others
are more abstract, such as the square footage of the building
for the mechanical system. An estimating team within a
construction firm may have their own assemblies costs that
they have historically tracked and categorized. This chapter
will focus on using the Gordian guide for assemblies as a public
source of cost information.

Assemblies estimates for commercial building projects are
typically organized by CSI Uniformat 2 categories (see Figures
1 and 2) since they align with the overall building systems.
This classification system is focused on building systems such
as substructure (A), shell (B), interiors (C), services (D),
equipment and furnishings (E), special construction and
demolition (F), and building sitework (G) (see Figure 1 and 2
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for the more detailed level 2 and 3 for each of these main – level
1 – categories).
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Figure 1: Uniformat II – Categories A to F

Figure 2: Uniformat II – Element G for Building Sitework

To develop a full assemblies estimate for a project, an initial
takeoff of the quantities for each type of building system is
needed, along with an understanding of the type of building
systems. The Gordian Assemblies Estimating Guide contains
directions regarding the information provided for each
assembly. Figures 3 and 4 contain the descriptions for the
different information that is published for each of the assembly
categories within the Gordian Assemblies Guide with RS
Means data.
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Each assembly is defined within the Gordian guide with a
unique identifier along with a clear description of the detailed
items within the assembly. For example, the stair construction
assembly (A1010) shown in Figure 4 is developed by
combining six more detailed items for a cast-in-place (C.I.P.)
foundation wall. These six items are shown in the System
Components section (noted with the number 5 in the image).
These detailed items include formwork, reinforcing,
reinforcing material handling, concrete, and finishing. It is
important to note that you can read more details about what
is included, and what is not included, in the description. For
example, in Figure 4, we can see that excavation and backfill are
not included in the foundation wall assembly. This assembly
will be estimated with the unit of ‘cost per linear foot’ of the
wall (see number 4 in Figure 4). It is important to note that
you can not see the details for every assembly, but instead, you
only see the details for one typical assembly per page. This one
example is highlighted with its unique 12-character identifier
(see number 1 in Figure 3 for example and the reference in
number 2 in the same figure). For the remaining assemblies,
you may need to assume the specific detailed items included, or
you may have access to this information if you use the online
version of the cost guides.
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Figure 3: Description of Gordian Assemblies Guide
information per Assembly (Source: Gordian Assemblies
Estimating Guide)
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Figure 4: Description of Gordian Assemblies Guide
information per Assembly (cont.) (Source: Gordian
Assemblies Estimating Guide)

Steps to Complete an
Assemblies Estimate
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Figure 5: Description of Steps to Complete an Assemblies
Estimate (Source: Gordian Assemblies Estimating Guide)
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Figure 6: Example of an Assembly in the Assemblies
Estimate (Source: Gordian Assemblies Estimating Guide)
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Figure 7: Summary of CSI MasterFormat Categories

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=77#h5p-16
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9.

UNIT PRICE COST
ESTIMATING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the benefits and limitations of the

unit cost estimating approach

• Develop a unit cost estimate for a portion of a

building project

• Identify the detailed cost components within

a unit price estimate, and how these cost

elements are calculated

As the detailed information is developed within the



construction documents phase of a project, the project team
can develop detailed cost estimates using the Unit Price
estimating approach. The Unit Price estimating approach is
focused on identifying a cost for the materials, equipment,
and labor for each of the components within a building. This
requires an estimator to perform a detailed takeoff of all scopes
of work.

Unit Price Estimating with R.S.
Means Data in the Gordian
Guides

Unit Price estimates for commercial building projects are
typically organized by the CSI MaterFormat categories (see
Fig. 9-1 for CSI MasterFormat 2016 Version categories). The
detailed CSI Materformat breakdown can be found at
https://www.edmca.com/media/35207/
masterformat-2016.pdf. In this class, we will use the RS Means
data for identifying the cost for each of the items within the
estimate, but it is important to realize that construction
companies will frequently use their own historical cost
information for estimating each item. To be successful at
using their historical information, they need to make sure that
they are accurately tracking their costs on projects, and placing
them in a database that can be easily searched and retrieved.
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Figure 1: CSI Masterformat 2

If you do not have your own historical cost database, then
the next best approach is to use cost data contained within
published cost guides. For our estimating exercises, we will
be using the Gordian Construction Cost Estimating Guide
with RS Means Data. Examples of the information published
in this Guide are shown in Figures 2 and 3. To develop a
cost estimate for an item, you should first identify the unit
of measure for the item. Then, a detailed takeoff will be
performed to identify the quantity of the item within the
project. After performing the takeoff, the item can be
estimated. You’ll notice that the Guide provides a summary
for both ‘Bare Costs’ and ‘Total Including Overhead and
Profit’. The bare costs can be used in an estimate where the
estimator incorporates a separate, specific overhead estimate
and actual projected profits.

After identifying and compiling quantity and cost data for
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each of the individual items, these items can be combined into
the final estimate. An example of compiling the estimate is
included in Figures 4 and 5.

Please reference the course slides to see additional details
regarding the Unit Price estimating approach.

Figure 2: Gordian Cost Estimating Guide Instruction (Source:
Gordian Construction Cost Estimating Guide)
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Figure 3: Gordian Cost Estimating Guide Instruction (cont.)
(Source: Gordian Construction Cost Estimating Guide)
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Figure 4: Unit Price – How They Work (Source: Gordian Unit
Price Estimating Guide 2018)
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Figure 5: Unit Price – How They Work (Cont) (Source:
Gordian Unit Price Estimating Guide 2018)
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Figure 6: Reinforcing Steel Weights and Measures (Source:
Gordian Unit Price Estimating Guide)

In addition to estimating a cost for an activity, the Gordian
detailed cost guides (building construction, electrical,
concrete, etc.) also provide information regarding production
rates and crews for each of the cost elements. Figure 7 shows a
typical crew that wold be used for an activity. In this example,
the crew is a Crew B-92 which has 1 foreman, 3 laborers, and
several pieces of equipment. The crew has both a bare cost per
day ($1,819.60 in Figure 7) and a cost including overhead and
profit. In the example, you can also see that there are 32 Labor
Hours (LH) per day from this crew (4 people x 8 hours per day
= 32 LH per day). The total cost per individual labor hour is
also presented, e.g., for Crew B-92, the cost per average labor
hour, including all equipment, overhead and profit, would
be $79.63 (which is $2,548.04 / 32 LH). Therefore, if an
estimator wanted to estimate by a labor hour, for either the
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initial estimate or change order, they could use the cost per
average LH for this calculation.

Figure 7: Typical Crew Details for a Crew (Source: Gordian
Unit Price Estimating Guide 2018)

Additional Detailed Unit Price
Resources

Gordian guides with R.S. Means data are not the only
resources that can be used to develop detailed unit price
estimates. Many companies maintain a database of their own
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Figure 8: Cover Page of the
NECA Manual of Labor Units

historical unit rates for common work tasks, and they will
leverage these historical costs during their estimating. They
may also review, in detail, a similar project or group of projects
to review specific actual costs from previous projects. This
is a very valuable approach to reviewing costs, but it is also
important to understand the context of the costs when
estimating potential future work.

There are also several
more specific cost
estimating manuals that
have been developed for
specific trades. One
commonly used guide for
electrical work is the
National Electrical
Contractors Association
(NECA) Manual of Labor
Units (MLU) (see Figure 8).
This Manual, developed by
the trade association,
publishes a typical labor
unit for the detailed tasks performed by electrical workers and
crews. The manual also uses a unique approach to quantifying
the level of difficulty of the work activities and provides a
different rate based upon normal installation, difficult
installation, and very difficult installation (see Figure 9 for
definitions). To identify the classification of difficulty, NECA
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has developed a Labor Factor Score Sheet (see Figure 10),
which walks an estimator through a series of categories that are
rated on a scale of 1 to 5 in order to develop an overall score
for difficulty. This score is then used to select one of the three
difficulty columns. The Manual includes a large number of
electrical installation tasks. A sample page from the Manual is
shown in Figure 11. It is important to note that the labor units
are for direct work, and do not include costs for supervision.

Figure 9: MLU Levels of Difficulty Definitions
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Figure 10: NECA Labor Factor Score Sheet
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Figure 11: Sample Page from the NECA Manual of Labor
Units for Section 8 of Division 26 Items

Note that there are other trades that have similar resources,
such as the online Mechanical Contractors of America
Association (MCAA) Web-based Labor Estimating Manual,
or the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors’
National Association (SMACNA) Cost Reference Manual for
Sheet Metal and HVAC. Many trade contractors will use these
more detailed guides to calculate labor hours, and then apply
multipliers to the labor hours based upon their perception of
the project conditions, e.g., if it is a project that may support
high levels of production due to prefabrication, good
planning, and detailed modeling, they may apply a multiplier
below 1.0, but if the project will be challenging, they may
apply multipliers above 1.0 when calculating the overall labor
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hours. These hours will then be combined with detailed
estimates of material, equipment, overhead and profit line
items to calculate the overall cost estimate.

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=85#h5p-18
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10.

PROCUREMENT AND
PURCHASING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe how various trade contractor scopes

of work are procured (purchased) on a

construction project

• Understand the concepts of ‘scope bust’ and

‘bid shopping’

In earlier chapters, we have discussed the various delivery
methods used on projects. This chapter focuses on the
logistics of how an owner and the lead prime contractor(s)
proceed through the procurement (sometimes referred to as



purchasing) process. We will start with discussing how an
owner procures the lead prime contractor(s) for construction
scopes of work. This may vary based on the selected
organizational structure for the project team (e.g., design-bid-
build, CM at Risk, etc.). It will also change based upon the
selection approach (e.g., low cost, best value, negotiation).

The Owner’s View

In general, an owner must first identify and define the scope
of the work to be procured. If the project is delivered using
more integrated approaches, e.g., design-build or CM at Risk,
the level of definition will most likely be less specific than if it
is a design-bid-build which will have a completed design before
procuring the contractor(s). Regardless, the scope must be
defined to procure the entity(s) that will perform the
construction.

After the scope is defined and documented, the owner will
determine the qualifications needed for a contractor to submit
a proposal or bid for the project. Then the owner will most
likely prequalify the contractors. This may be a very simple
process, or it could be extensive, requiring contractors to
submit their qualifications for review and evaluation. For
example, at Penn State, some projects simply require that the
contractors are part of the approved bidder list, which is
relatively easy for a contractor to be accepted. Others may
have what is termed a ‘two-step’ process where the contractors
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are first downselected via a formal prequalification process
(through a Request for Qualification (RFQ)), and then a
detailed bid/proposal is submitted by the smaller number of
prequalified contractors. On larger projects, this downselect
may aim to reduce the number of bidders to approximately
three companies. In summary, a two-step process has an initial
Request for Qualifications (RFQ), followed by a Request for
Proposal (RFP) or solicitation for bids from the downselected
qualified bidders.

The Contractor’s View

For a contractor to submit a bid (or proposal) for a project,
they need to develop a detailed construction cost estimate and
compile them into their bid value (or budget value if it is
a Guaranteed Maximum Price payment method). When a
contractor receives the scope of work for the project from the
owner, they will need to determine which portions of the work
they will self-perform (if selected) and which portions of the
work they will subcontract to other companies. For example,
if a construction manager is putting together a proposal for a
large building, they may decide to subcontract almost 100% of
the direct work. If it is a smaller building with a multi-trade
general contractor, they may choose to self-perform nearly
their entire scope of work.

Once they decide the subcontracted work scope, they will
need to develop a series of ‘bid packages’ that define the scope
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of work for each trade or subset of work that they plan to
subcontract. For a building project, these subcontractor
scopes of work are frequently defined by the scope of work
within a particular section within the project specifications.
For example, a construction manager may seek bids for the
structural concrete work (in CSI MasterFormat Division 03),
so the bid package may be defined by the scope of work for
Division 03, possibly with some exclusions and additions. If
the project specifications document is well defined, it makes
defining a clear scope of work for hiring a trade much easier. If
the project design and specifications are not well documented,
this task is more difficult since the contractor must be very
clear in developing the scope documentation for any
subcontracted work.

When developing the bid packages, the contractor must
make sure that they have each scope of work covered within
their pricing, but they should not include a scope of work in
two different bid packages. If a scope of work is not covered
at all, it is referenced as a ‘scope bust’, which means that the
scope of work is not included in any trade scope and is also
not planned to be self-performed. Eventually, someone will
need to perform this work and be paid for this work if the
contractor wins the contract. Therefore, this will cause them
to incur unanticipated costs and could cause them to be over
budget. A contractor also does not want to include one scope
of work in two different bid packages. This would cause the
contractor’s bid value to be artificially high, and if they do win
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the project, they could inadvertently pay for a specific scope of
work twice if they do not realize that there is redundant scope
in two subcontracts. This is refered to as ‘scope redundancy’.
If they identify this redundancy, they can direct one trade to
not perform the work, and request a deductive change order
to the subcontract. When this occurs, it can be difficult for
the prime contractor to get 100% of the value back from the
subcontractor in the negotiations for the deductive change
order value.

After defining the scopes of subcontracted work into
documented bid packages, the prime contractor will solicit
bids from potential specialty trades (sometimes referred to as
subcontractors). The contractor may select specific companies
that they feel comfortable working with, or they may put out
a broad call for companies to bid on the specific scope. It
will typically take several weeks (2 or 3) on larger projects for
the specialty trades to compile and submit their bids to the
prime contractor. During this time, the prime contractor will
also be developing their own detailed estimate for their self-
perform work scopes along with their general conditions costs,
including their management and general work to maintain the
site. They may also perform assemblies estimates for specialty
trade scopes of work so that they have a comparison number
when they receive the bids from the trade contractors.

All scopes of work with have a bid due date and time. The
contractor must compile their overall cost estimate/proposal
prior to the deadline. If it is a competitive bid, the due date
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and time are typically non-negotiable and all late bids will
typically not be accepted. This is particularly true in
government contracts where the owner may be legally bond to
not accept any late bids. When the prime contract compiles
their bids, they will obtain bids from each of the specialty
trade contractors for the predefined scopes of work. They will
typically seek at least three bids for each of the scopes of work
that they have defined in order to ensure that they are receiving
competitive pricing. Note that this is not always the situation.
For some projects, the prime contractor may prefer to work
with a specific company for a specific scope of work, e.g., a
specific mechanical contractor. In these cases, the prime
contractor may simply negotiate a price with the preferred
specialty contractor.

Finally, the prime contractor will compile the final cost and
submit their bid to the owner. Note that this is frequently
not just one number, but a bid form will be completed by the
prime contractor which may ask for a variety of values if scopes
are added or removed from the project. This allows an owner
to make decisions on the overall project scope based on the bid
amounts along with alternative scope pricing.

Depending on the selection method, the prime contractor
will be selected either based upon the low cost only or based
upon the overall value, combining the cost and plus a
quantitative evaluation of the contractors qualifications.
Once selected, the owner will sign a contract with the
contractor, possibly after some negotiation of detailed terms,
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and the contractor will then select and sign a subcontract with
each specialty trade, potentially following some negotiation of
terms with the trade contractors.

It is important to note that sometimes the prime contractor
will aim to reduce the cost within a subcontract with the
specialty trade through negotiations with the trade following
the bidding process. Having discussions regarding costs is
relatively typical, but it is important to note that contractors
should not share the pricing information from one specialty
trade with another specialty trade in order to try to get them
to reduce their overall bid value. This is referred to as ‘bid
shopping’, and while it may not be illegal, it certainly can be
considered unethical. The prime contractor and potential
subcontractors should always negotiate in good faith to come
to an acceptable agreement. Examples of items that may be
negotiated include the specifics of scopes, e.g., it may be lower
cost or easier to move a defined portion of work from one trade
to another (e.g., moving mason angle purchase from a mason
to steel fabricator scope), discussions of support resources
(e.g., the use of a shared crane to assist with material handling),
or discussions of schedule and other requirements that may
impact the work. Ideally, these would be discussed in the
original bids, but this level of detailed planning may not occur
until a contractor is notified of the intent to award a contract.
Larger general contractors may have dedicated staff assigned to
this purchasing role, focused on getting the final subcontracts
negotiated and under contract.
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=87#h5p-19
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11.

VALUE ENGINEERING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define Value Engineering in the context of

delivering a construction project.

• Understand the core characteristics of a

valuable VE element.

Defining Value

The key word in ‘value engineering’ is ‘value’. One common
definition of value is ‘what an owner is willing to pay for’. This
leaves a lot to be defined, but certainly clarifies that the project
team should be focused on providing benefit to an owner, the



entity that is ultimately paying for all costs on a project. This
requires the clear interpretation of ‘what provides value to the
owner’.

Another way to look at value is through an equation, where
value = Function Performance / Resources.

Defining Value Engineering (VE)

Value Engineering (VE) is defined by the Office of
Management and Budget as ‘an organized effort directed at
analyzing the functions of systems, equipment, facilities,
services, and supplies for the purpose of achieving the essential
functions at the lowest life-cycle cost consistent with required
performance, reliability, quality, and safety. (OMB, Circular
No. A-131, 1993). In the Whole Building Design Guide,
Cullen (2016) defined Value Engineering as ‘a conscious and
explicit set of disciplined procedures designed to seek out
optimum value for both initial and long-term investment.’
There are several commonalities in these definitions,
including:

• Life-cycle cost: A focus beyond just design and
construction costs

• Value optimization: Seeking cost-effective solutions to
optimize the value to the owner

• Disciplined process: The team should apply a
conscious and disciplined process
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It is also important to note items that should not be considered
within the definition of value engineering. Cullen (2016)
states ‘Value Engineering is not a design/peer review or a cost-
cutting exercise.’ This is very important to note since many
people may refer to cost-cutting approaches as VE, when they
are simply trying to reduce cost and reduce value at the same
time.

The Value Engineering Process

A key element of VE is to ensure that you follow a rigorous,
documented process. There is not one commonly accepted
standard process, but there are several documented process
descriptions that you can follow. One option is the process
defined within the VE

A more concise process has been outlined by SAVE
International () in their Value Methodology Guide. This
process contains 8 steps

1. Preparation:
2. Information:
3. Function Analysis:
4. Creativity:
5. Evaluation:
6. Development:
7. Presentation:
8. Implementation:
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https://www.value-eng.org/page/AboutVM

Fig. 1: Depiction of VE Job Plan Phases

as prescribed by SAVE International:
The VE Job Plan follows five key steps:
Information Phase
Speculation (Creative) Phase
Evaluation (Analysis) Phase
Development Phase (Value Management Proposals)
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Presentation Phase (Report/Oral Presentation)
These five key steps are described as follows:

Examples of Value Engineering
Proposals

VE Process Documentation

The outcome of the VE process should be monitored and
managed. One part of monitoring the process is to maintain
a log of the VE suggestions. Most collaborative online project
management tools have a location to manage and track VE
proposals in an online database. Alternatively, a designer or
contractor can track VE proposals in a simple spreadsheet. An
example setup with several simple sample proposals in Figure
2.
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Figure 2: Value Engineering Proposal Log Example

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=99#h5p-5
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12.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
AND PROJECT
STAFFING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the elements contained within general

conditions for a project.

• Understand the typical organizational

structure and job tasks of different

participants on a project.

• Be able to define and draw a typical

organizational structure for a construction

firm, and understand how it differs from

typical manufacturing or service organizations.



Introduction

When developing a detailed estimate of costs, the team needs
to plan for the project-related general conditions costs as well
as the home office overhead costs. These costs do not directly
contribute to the final facility, but they are necessary to manage
the delivery of a project and ensure that the site is safe and
secure. General Conditions will vary on a project based upon
the size of the project, project complexity, site constraints,
duration of the project, cost of management staff, as well as
many other factors. These costs can be separated into the
Direct Overhead (specific to a project) and Indirect Overhead
(related to home office expenses). Gordian has developed a
checklist for the costs in each of these two categories (see
Figure 1 with project overhead on the left and home office
overhead on the right).
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Figure 1: Gordian Construction Estimating Checklist for
Project and Main Office Overhead

The remainder of this chapter will focus on Direct Overhead
costs, which are specific to the project. These project-related
costs are typically referred to as the ‘general conditions’ costs.
General Conditions include the costs related to complying
with the General Requirements for a project which are
frequently outlined within a ‘General Requirements’ section
of a contract. The minimum General Requirements are
typically included in the Specification Section 01 within the
Technical Specifications and may also be defined within a
separate contract document. To identify a cost for many of
these items, an estimator can reference the CSI MasterFormat
Section 01 within the Building Construction Cost Estimate
Guide with RS Means Data. Examples of items within the
division include project management time, field supervision
time, construction trailers, and jobsite fencing.

Construction Company Structure

There are many people engaged in the design and construction
of a capital facility project. When we look at the tasks that
are typically performed by a construction organization, we see
a number of core functions, with examples including
estimating, scheduling, safety management, accounting,
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business development, and operations. These functions can
be organized in different ways within a construction company.
For smaller companies, a single person may perform multiple
functions, e.g., estimating and accounting. In larger
companies, a function may be performed by a department
within the organization, or possibly even multiple
geographically located departments, e.g. an estimating
department in Washington DC and an estimating department
in New York.

Figure : Typical Organizational Chart for Large Construction
Company (Source: Levelset)
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Figure : Typical Organizational Chart for a Small Construction
Company (Source: Levelset)

Preconstruction Services

Operations

Some companies refer to the staff members that are responsible
for the planning and delivery of a facility as the ‘Operations’
function (or department) within the company. The
Operations group will typically have project executives, who
manage the overall delivery of a project, along with project
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management staff who manage the delivery of the project on
a day-to-day basis, and the superintendent staff who develop
and implement the detailed construction plans, spending time
in the field to direct the work activities.

Project Management Staff

The Project Management staff is responsible for managing the
overall contract for the project. These staff members are
sometimes referred to as the ‘office staff’ from the perspective
of the management of the project. They tend to spend the
majority of their time in an office environment, frequently
in a jobsite trailer or office, working on management and
administrative tasks necessary to ensure that the field labor
and supervision are provided everything that they need to
efficiently perform the fieldwork. This includes tasks such as:

Field Supervision Staff

The Field Supervision staff is responsible for managing the
field operations along with ensuring that the field operations
have everything that they need to be successful. While
everyone on a project is responsible for safety, the field
supervision staff has an added role of ensuring that there is a
lead safety representative whenever there are field employees
performing construction activities on the site.
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=89#h5p-20
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13.

DESIGNING A SITE
UTILIZATION PLAN

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the items needed in a site
utilization plan.

• Understand the core concepts for
designing the site utilization plan for
various stages of a project.

• Be able to define and draw a site utilization

plan for a project.



Site Utilization Planning

A site utilization plan documents the designed status of a
project at a point in time. Site Utilization Plans are critical to
defining the layout of a project site as it progresses through
the construction process. The site is continuously changing.
Therefore, there is no one representation that represents the
progression of the site throughout the construction process.
But, instead, it is critical to have at least several site utilization
plans to define the progress of the site, for example, a site
utilization plan for the excavation phase, superstructure phase,
enclosure phase, and finishes phase.

The checklist included in Figure 1 provides typical items
that should be included in a Site Utilization Plan. Figure 2
shows a quality example of a site plan for a school project.
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Figure 1: Site Utilization Plan Checklist
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Figure 2: Sample Site Utilization Plan (Source: Massaro
Construction)
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4D Modeling:

A site utilization plan can be incorporated with a Critical Path
Method (CPM) schedule to develop a visualization model of
the construction sequence for a project, known as a 4D model
(3D geometry + time as the 4th dimension). These models can
be fairly simple or very elaborate depending upon the level of
detail of both the 3D model and the detail contained within
the 3D model. Some simply show the final building elements,
while others contain temporary equipment, site elements,
formwork, etc. An example of a 4D model of the U.S. Bank
Stadium construction can be found at this link.

Review Questions
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An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=91#h5p-21
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14.

INTRODUCTION TO
PROJECT SCHEDULING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the different types of schedules
that may be developed for managing the
activities and phases of a project

• Understand the purpose of various schedule

types and presentation approaches

• Understand the complexity and planning

effort required to develop different types of

schedules



Introduction to Project
Scheduling for Construction
Projects

A project schedule …

4D Modeling:

The previous chapter defined 4D modeling as an approach
to visualize the changing conditions on a project site. A 4D
model can be a very valuable scheduling tool, both for
developing a schedule and visualizing/analyzing the schedule.

Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You
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can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=95#h5p-24
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15.

NETWORK SCHEDULING

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define the various terms used in the

development of network schedules, e.g.,

critical path, total float, and free float.

• Develop a network diagram of a schedule and

calculate the start/finish times and float

values.

• Identify the critical path activities within a

network diagram which includes float time

values.



Network Scheduling

Network scheduling, sometimes referred to as Critical Path
Method (CPM) scheduling, is a detailed method for creating a
connected schedule that calculates the schedule duration for a
project. These schedules are

Developing a Network Schedule

There are multiple types of visual notations for representing a
schedule. Three approaches include:

• Activity on Arrow
• Precedence Diagram (also known as Activity on Node)
• Gantt Chart View

Activity on Arrow

The least frequently used visual representation of a schedule is
the Activity on Arrow notation. In this visual notation, each
activity is represented by an arrow (a line with an arrowhead at
the end). The relationships are represented through nodes.

It is important to note that this representation is not
frequently used, and is included in this book simply to allow
everyone to understand the basics of the representation. We
will not use this approach in any calculation examples.
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Figure 1: Network Diagram in Activity on Arrow Notation

Precedence Diagram

Precedence diagrams are the most common notation used for
hand calculating a schedule, and can also be helpful in
visualizing the interactions between activities. In precedence
diagrams, each activity is represented as a box. In the most
simple form, the box simply contains the name of the activity,
but the box can also have other attributes for the activity, e.g.,
duration, start and end times, or float. We’ll discuss these
items when we start calculating schedules. The boxes are
connected into the network using relationships which are
represented by arrows. Some activities have durations, and
others may be a milestone (an activity with no duration to
represent a specific point in time). This notation is also
sometimes referred to as Activity on Node, since the activities
are represented by nodes (boxes) and the relationships are
represented by arrows connecting the nodes.
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Figure 2: Activity Network in Precedence Notation

Defining the Activities

In precedence and Gantt chart representations, there are the
following two types of activities:

• Standard Activity: Has a duration and represents a task
on a project

• Milestone Activity: Represents a point in time, with zero
duration. A milestone can be a start (with only a start
date) or a finish (with only a completion date) milestone.

One of the first steps in developing a schedule is to clearly
define the standard activities to be performed, and the critical
milestones that are important to the project. For standard
activities, these could be items such as ‘place concrete in slab
on grade’, ‘install windows on south face’, ‘paint corridor on
3rd floor’, or ‘erect tower crane’. Note that activities should
always start with a verb (action) and include a clear element
and/or location for the action, e.g., a building component
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(window), a location in the building or site, or a scope of
work, such as a scope of the design. Activities can also relate
to various design tasks such as ‘complete schematic design’,
‘complete foundation design’, or ‘complete reinforcing steel
shop drawings for slab-on-grade’.

The milestones should define discrete points in time on the
project. They will not begin with a verb since it is defining a
state or milestone of the project. They will have no duration,
and they typically show up in a graphical schedule as a
diamond with no duration. A milestone may be a start or
finish milestone. It will typically only carry one date within
the as-planned schedule, either a start date (for start
milestones) or a finish date (for finish milestones). Examples
of a start milestone may include ‘Design Begins’ or ‘Notice
to Proceed’ (the date a contractor can proceed with
construction). Examples of finish milestones include ‘Design
Complete’, ‘Excavation Complete’, ‘Steel Complete’,
‘Building Enclosed’, ‘Substantial Completion’ (when the
building can be used for its intended purpose) and ‘Final
Complete’ (all work on the project is complete).

Relationship Types

Once the activities are defined, the relationships between
activities need to be defined. There are four different potential
relationship types between activities:
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1. Finish-to-Start
2. Finish-to-Finish
3. Start-to-Start
4. Start-to-Finish

These four relationship types along with examples are defined
in the following sections.

Finish-to-Start Relationship

The finish-to-start relationship is the most common
relationship type within design and construction schedules.
This relationship simply states that one activity must be
completed prior to starting the second activity. There are
many examples of this type of relationship within building
projects, with some examples including ‘Place Wall Foooting’
prior to ‘Construct Wall’, or ‘Install Drywall’ prior to ‘Paint
Wall’. Examples during design could include ‘Complete
Schematic Design’ prior to ‘Complete Design Development’.
Additional examples along with a graphical representation
using activity on arrow, precedence diagram, and Gantt view
are included in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Finish to Start Relationship Definition and Graphical
Representation

Some scheduling examples simply list ‘predecessor’ activities,
e.g., see Figures 1 and 2. This implies that there is a Finish-
to-Start relationship between the predecessor activity and the
successor activity. In Figure 3, Activity A would be a
predecessor to Activity B. Or, another way to state the same
thing is that Activity B is a successor to Activity A.

Finish-to-Finish Relationship
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Figure 4: Finish to Finish Relationship Definition and
Graphical Representation

Start-to-Start Relationship
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Figure 5: Start to Start Relationship Definition and Graphical
Representation

Start-to-Finish Relationship
The start-to-finish relationship is very rarely used during

project scheduling. It essentially states that an activity (B) can
not finish unit an activity (A) has started. This activity can be
used within a schedule to essentially fix the completion date
of one activity (B) to the start date of another activity (A).
Examples could include ‘Remove Trailer’ is finished when
‘Perform Landscaping’ is started, meaning that you are
assuming that you will be removing the trailer prior to starting
the landscaping. Another example could be that ‘Cleanup
Bulk Trash’ is finished when ‘Remove Trash Chute’ is started,
meaning that you would assume (or require) that all bulk trash
be cleaned up prior to removing the trash chute. Again, this
relationship type is very rarely used on projects. Graphical
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representations using activity on arrow, precedence diagram,
and Gantt view are included in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Start to Finish Relationship Definition and Graphical
Representation

Developing a Network Diagram

Calculating the Activity Durations

Each standard activity will have a duration with some time
unit (e.g., hours, days, weeks, etc.). For the purposes of this
book, we will focus on the use of days as the standard time unit
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unless otherwise noted. For some very time critical schedules
or more detailed schedules, planners may use hours or even
minutes for activity durations.

Team members can use many potential information
resources when determining the duration for a standard
activities. They may reference their previous project data to
identify the duration for some activities, e.g., the time to
receive a permit within a particular municipality or the time
to excavate a similar project. For more typical activities, it is
beneficial to be able to identify a production rate and scope
quantities for the activity. For example, if you are performing
excavation for the building, you may measure the excavation
quantity in cubic yards of earth. Then, a production rate per
day can be used to define the overall activity duration, e.g., if
you can excavate 200 cy per day, then if you have 1,000 cy of
excavation, the duration will be 5 days.

Duration = Total Activity Quantity / Quantity per Time
Unit

Duration = 1,000 CY / 200 CY per Day = 5 days
If you do not have historical data from previous projects

to rely upon, then the R.S. Means data within the Gordian
Guides can be used to estimate the daily output for a standard
activity for one crew (see Figure 7). For example, if you have
cast-in-place 12″x12″ square columns, a Crew C-14A can put
in place an average of 11.96 CY per day (see line 03 30 53.40
0700 in Figure 7 – Crew in the column marked 5, unit of
measure in the column marked 8, and daily output in the
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column marked 6). Note that you can also calculate the labor
hours, which considers the number of people on the crew. We
would not use labor hours in the schedule calculation unless
you have a crew composition that varies from the defined crew
sizes in the RS Means data.

Figure 7: R.S. Means Data in Gordian Guide showing Daily
Output value in Column Marked with a 6

Calculating the Start and Finish
Times for Activities

Once a network is developed, including all activities and the
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relationships between activities, then the schedule times for
the network can be calculated. Th

Network Scheduling Software

While this chapter has reviewed a detailed approach to
calculating a network schedule by hand, it is important to note
that almost all network schedules on construction projects are
performed by using some form of computer software. Two
common software applications used in the industry for CMP
scheduling are Microsoft Project and Oracle Primavera P6
EPPM. In general, Microsoft Project is lower cost and easier
to learn, but has less functionality related to Primavera P6.

Microsoft Project is part of the Microsoft Office 365 suite
of tools, but it is not a typical application that many
organizations purchase within their corporate Office 365 suite.
It is fairly easy to use, with many people using the default
Gantt chart view to develop their schedule. There are many
tutorials available online to learn how to use MS Project.
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Fig : Sample Microsoft Project – Gantt View

Fig : Sample CPM schedule in Primavera P6 EPPM shown in
Gantt Chart view
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For Penn State students, both Microsoft Project and Primavera
P6 are available to you in the computer labs. We will first learn
Microsoft Project in this course and then use Primavera P6 in
the more advanced construction courses.

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=97#h5p-25
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16.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the concept and core definitions

related to risk management approaches for

building construction projects.

• Identify the different types of risk

management instruments used to manage

project risks.

• Define the main types of insurance and bonds

that owners, designers, and constructors may

use on a project, along with understanding the

frequency of use.



The Risk Management Process

Bonds and Their Application in
the Delivery Process

Insurance and Their Application
in the Delivery Process

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You
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can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=101#h5p-26
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17.

INTRODUCTION TO
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT AND
CONTROL

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the many aspects of a project that

need to be managed to ensure a successful

construction project

• Define four management areas that are

frequently referenced as the Golden Triangle,

which require close management of

constraints and expectations



Introduction

The construction industry is a project-based industry where
a project can be defined as the lifecycle delivery of a capital
facility. It is critical for all participants on a project to be
familiar with project management. The definition of a project
may vary depending upon an organization’s role within the
delivery process. For example, to a design firm, a project may be
defined as the design of a facility. Within that design firm, there
would be a project manager who oversees the design process,
who may have the title of Design Manager or Project Manager.
Within a construction company, they may define a project to
include the planning and implementation of the construction
process for a project, and they would have a lead construction
project manager assigned to the project. Regardless of the
scope of a ‘project’ to an organization, there is a fundamental
set of items that are critical to successfully implementing a
project.

Knowledge Categories of Project
Management

Construction Projects are not the only types of projects.
There are many different industries that need to manage
projects. Examples include software companies that view
software products as projects. Or the shipbuilding industry
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that views each ship as a unique project. Or the space industry
that views each launch vehicle as a project. Managing projects
can be divided into a common set up project management
knowledge areas. The Project Management Institute (PMI)
is an industry association that has defined these knowledge
areas. PMI has created the Project Management Body of
Knowledge which defines the following core knowledge
categories:

1. Project Integration Management
2. Project Scope Management
3. Project Schedule Management
4. Project Cost Management
5. Project Quality Management
6. Project Resource Management
7. Project Communications Management
8. Project Risk Management
9. Project Procurement Management

10. Project Stakeholder Management

They also added the following within a construction
addendum, although one could certainly argue that some of
these areas are common to other projects as well:

11. Project Safety Management
12. Project Environmental Management
13. Project Financial Management
14. Project Claim Management
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PMBOK is a great resource for identifying each of the steps
that should be performed within the management categories.
It is also important to note that some management approaches
cover multiple areas, e.g., cashflow analysis can be used for
both cost and schedule management.

As you can see, there are many areas that must be managed
on a project. Each of these areas has a planning, an
implementation, and a documentation and reflection aspect to
them. Within this course, we will specifically focus on four
primary management categories during the project execution,
although these are certainly not the only items that need to be
managed, as defined in PMBOK. The four areas that will be
highlighted in future chapters include:

1. Safety Management (always of paramount
importance)

2. Cost Management
3. Schedule Management
4. Quality Management

The Iron Triangle:

When we look at project success, Many people have defined
three of the four (Cost, Schedule and Quality) within the
context of the Iron Triangle. The International Project
Management Association (IPMA) states that project
management success relates to delivering the project’s product
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in scope, time, cost and quality (IPMA 2006). Atkinson
(1999) discussed a metaphor of the Iron Triangle with a focus
on Time, Cost, and Quality. You can certainly argue that you
can not maximize all three at the same time, within a defined
scope. One would hope that you can achieve the desired scope,
within the budget, time and quality constraints, but you can
not maximize all at the same time.

Fig. 17.1: The Iron Triangle (Source: Atkinson 1999)

Plan – Do – Check – Act Cycle

The Plan – Do – Check – Act (PDCA) Cycle is a
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straightforward approach for effectively managing and
controlling a process. PDCA has been discussed frequently
within the lean management community. PDCA is focused
on ensuring a continuous improvement process for a project.
A simple description of PDCA is included at
https://theleanway.net/the-continuous-improvement-cycle-
pdca

Fig. 17-2: Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) Cycle (source: Skhmot
2017)
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Within the PDCA Cycle, the planning is focused on
identifying problems and developing potential solutions,
along with experiments to test the potential solution. Within
the ‘Do’ task, an approach is implemented and data is captured
for further analysis. Within ‘Check’, the data is evaluated to
see if the solution worked. And finally, within ‘Act’, the team
can determine if the issue is resolved, or if another cycle should
be performed. One of the main goals of implementation of a
PDCA approach within an organization is to develop a culture
of problem-solving throughout the organization, supported
by structure experimentation.

The Project Control Process

One part of project planning is the development of the original
plan.
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Fig. 17-3: Project Control and Inhibiting Factors Management
Model (PCIM model) (Source: Olawale and Sun 2013)
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=106#h5p-27
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18.

SCHEDULE
MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the approach and information

needed to update a construction schedule

• Identify the schedule impact of job progress on

an as-planned schedule following a schedule

update

• Describe the concepts related to schedule

optimization, schedule reduction, and resource

loading of a CPM schedule



Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=110#h5p-28
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19.

COST AND FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the core concepts required to

effectively manage the costs and finances on a

project.

• Describe the evolution of a construction cost

estimate into a cost budget.

• Draw and analyze a cash flow diagram, and

understand the impact of the timing of income

and expenses on a project.

• Calculate the anticipated monthly payments

for a project given expenditure, a project



schedule, and contractual terms related to

payments.

Introduction

Throughout the project, the team must always manage the
costs and project finances. Cost Management has been
defined by Gartner (2022) as ‘the process of planning and
controlling the costs associated with running a business’.

We have already covered the first part of Cost Management,
which is to develop an estimate for the cost of work to be
performed.

Cost Budgeting

Once an organization has developed a cost estimate, that
estimate must then be converted into a budget that will be
used to monitor the progress of the work versus the costs
expended. While an original unit price cost estimate can be
quite detailed, identifying every element of work to be
performed when constructing the project, the budget needs to
be organized under a work breakdown structure that allows
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for the management staff to receive feedback regarding
progress toward the budgeted quantities. This typically
requires that several estimated items be grouped into a single
budget category.

Cash Flow Management

Project finances are managed at a project level. Therefore, the
cash flow of a project, from one organization’s perspective,
is equal to the amount of funds received from the project
(income) minus the amount of funds spent on project-related
expenditures (expenses).

Project Cash Flow = Income – Expenses
If the Project Cash Flow is more than zero, then the

company has a ‘positive’ cashflow on the project. If the Project
Cashflow is less than zero, then they have a ‘negative’ cashflow.
If a company has a negative cashflow, then they are either using
their company reserves to support the expenditures on the
project, or they need to borrow funds to cover the project
expenditures. Therefore, with all things equal, an organization
should seek to maximize its cash flow on any given project
within the constraints of the contractual agreements so that it
can maintain a higher level of funds within its own accounts.
If they have negative cashflows on a number of projects, they
will likely need to borrow funds for operating expenses, which
then requires them to pay interest on the loans.

All organizations within a project are aiming to manage
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their cashflow at the same time. For example, the owner will
need to pay funds to the designers and contractors.
Frequently, the owner is borrowing the funds for the project,
and therefore they need to know when they require the funds
to pay for the work as it progresses. An owner will typically
seek a cashflow projection from the contractor on a project so
that they can plan for future expenditures.

Each contractor will also be managing their cashflow,
including the general contractor/construction manager along
with their trade/subcontractors. It is common practice to
contractually arrange that subcontractors do not receive
payment for their work activities until the general or prime
contractor receives their payment.

Typical ‘S Curve’ Project Cash Flow

The Payment Process

On a typical general building project using common industry
contracts, such as the AIA contract documents, the contractor
will be paid on a monthly basis. In this section, we will review
the typical payment process using the AIA contract
documents in order to gain an understanding of the process
along with the impact that this process has on an
organization’s cash flow.
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Within the AIA document series, the template AIA

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=108#h5p-14

Video 1: Completing a Payment Application with the AIA G703
Application and Certification for Payment

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=108#h5p-15

Video 2: Completing the Continuation Sheet for the AIA G703
Application for Payment
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Retainage

Common Errors in Payment Applications

1. Late Submission: If you submit your application late,
either as a prime contractor or subcontractor, your
payment may be delayed.

2. Overbilling: Never attempt to overbill for work that is
not complete or materials that are not allowed to be
included in the application for payment. Do not ‘front
end load’ the payment application. Overbilling can
cause a payment application to be rejected or delay
payment due to having to revise the application.

3. Forgetting Supporting Documents: Make sure that
you check the contract to identify all required
documents and submit all required documents and
backup so that the owner, and for a subcontractor, the
general contractor, can easily evaluate the application.

4. Calculation Errors: Make sure that you double-, and
triple-check your math on the payment applications.
Using software can help ensure that you do not make

errors on the payment application.
5. Billing for Unapproved Change Orders: The

contractor is not due money for change orders that are
not fully executed. This means that the change order is
documented as a formal, signed change order by all
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parties to the contract, e.g., the owner and contractor.

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=108#h5p-29
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20.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the elements of a quality

management program.

• Define quality planning, quality assurance and

quality control.

• Determine core components of the various

quality management program items.

Quality management is focused on planning for quality,
developing processes and procedures to ensure quality design
and construction, and performing testing to validate that a
product meets the defined quality standard. These are defined



within the Project Management Body of Knowledge as the
three aspects of Quality Management (also see Figure 1):

1. Quality Planning
2. Quality Assurance
3. Quality Control

Figure 1: The Quality Management Process

Who is Responsible for Quality
on a Project?

Just like everyone on a project is responsible for safety, it is also
true that everyone should be participating in the management
of quality. The quality management process starts very early in
the lifecycle of a project.
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The Owner’s Responsibilities:

The owner plays a critical role in the quality management
process. One of the most critical items in the delivery process
is to ensure that the owner, possibly working with other service
providers, develops a detailed program that outlines the overall
quality goals and any specific requirements that they may have
for the project. This program should set a clear picture of the
expected levels of scope and quality for the project. A program
can include qualitative information regarding the desired levels
of quality on a project, along with specific quantitative and
prescriptive descriptions, e.g., the size of various spaces or a
specific material or system desired within a building. In
addition to the program, many larger owners have their own
set of design guidelines that outline specific requirements, e.g.,
preferences on material such as using rigid conduit instead
of flex conduit in specific locations even if the building code
would allow flex conduit. This combination of program and
design guidelines informs the design process. If they are not
well done, the owner may not obtain their level of desired
quality (and scope).

Once a project enters the design process, the owner must
continue to provide timely and decisive feedback related to
the project design. Owners need to make many decisions, and
for large owners, the process of managing all stakeholders can
be an extensive task. For example, if a university is designing
a classroom, office, and lab building, the owner will need to
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coordinate feedback from many user groups, including the
academic units, lab managers, academic administrators, and
the physical plant team that will maintain the building.
Therefore, it can be challenging to get timely feedback for
some decisions. Having an owner’s representative who can
provide timely feedback is critical to the success of projects.

Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=112#h5p-22
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21.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand that safety can never be

compromised for other aspects of a

construction project

• Be able to define the importance of safety

from an ethical and an economic perspective

• Define effective safety management

approaches to improve overall safety on

construction projects

• Be able to identify OSHA safety guideline

locations and general reporting requirements

• Understand the impact of construction

accidents on projects



The Importance of Safety

As stated in the Fundamental Canons of the ASCE Code of
Ethics:

“1. Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health and
welfare of the public and shall strive to comply with the
principles of sustainable development in the performance of
their professional duties.” (ASCE 2017)
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The Top Risks and Accident
Types

Figure : The Fatal Four: Top Four Accident Types for
Construction Fatalities
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Planning for Safety

Every project should have a custom project safety plan. This
safety plan should include:

One important activity is to complete a Job Hazard Analysis
for all core activities to be performed on the project. OSHA
developed a brief booklet to outline an approach for
developing a Job Hazard Analysis. The sample template
included in this booklet is shown in Figure 2. The core process
focuses on breaking down each core activity, e.g., bulk
excavation, into specific tasks, e.g., 1) Excavate with excavator;
2) transport truck to excavation location; 3) load truck; and
4) transport truck to external site. For each of these tasks,
the team should evaluate the specific hazards for the project,
e.g., for task 1 related to excavation, the hazards may include
overhead electrical lines in location of excavation,
underground utilities in general location of excavation, and
maintaining appropriate safety zone in the location of the
excavation. Then hazard controls can be put into place to
ensure that the hazards are minimized, e.g., marking overhead
and underground utilities, etc.

Each trade on the project should be planning these details
related to their activities and they should be shared with the
lead constructor(s) of the project.
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Figure : Sample Job Hazard Analysis Form (Source:
OSHA)
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Figure : OSHA Training Cards (sample) for Construction,
General Industry, Maritime, and Disaster Site Worker
(Source: OSHA Website)

Safety Laws and Regulations

The Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA)
was initially formed by
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The Impact of High-Quality
Safety Programs

Figure : CII Members Reported Total Recordable Incident
Rate Compared to Industry Average (Source: CII 2019)

Figure : CII Members Reported Days Away, Restricted or
Transferred Compared to Industry Average (Source: CII 2019)
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=114#h5p-30
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22.

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the various sources of information

that are shared between project participants

• Describe the information management

process

• Define the role of information management

throughout the project lifecycle

• Understand the importance of contractual and

non-contractual information



The management of the flow of information on a project
is a critical task of the project management team. As one
construction executive stated to our class, ‘Information is the
Lifeblood of a Project.’

Information Sources:

Design Information to support
Construction (Construction
Documents):

A core category of information on projects is the design
information needed to support construction. This
information has traditionally been embedded within the
Construction Drawings (plans, sections, elevations, details,
notes, etc.) and specifications (including the detailed product
information and other requirements). Collectively, the
drawings and specifications may be referenced as construction
documents.

It is important to note that the use of ‘documents’ to
transmit this construction information remains common
practice, but there is a very limited number of projects that are
arising that leverage a digital model as the main (or sole) source
of construction information. One of the most advanced
examples of the model as the legal document for construction
information is the Randselva Bridge in Norway, a 2,000 feet
long bridge that was constructed entirely from digital models
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without a single plan (see Figure 1). Again, this certainly is not
common, but we are seeing more examples including several
departments of transportation in the U.S. seeking to use a
model as the contractual document for highway and bridge
projects.

Figure 1: Randselva Bridge: Digital Model for Construction
with No Traditional Paper Drawings

Requests for Information (RFI):

A Request for Information (RFI) is …
https://www.procore.com/jobsite/the-anatomy-of-a-

request-for-information-rfi/

Submittals:
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Jobsite Daily Reports:

Correspondence Logs

There is a lot of correspondence (emails, notes, letters, etc.)
on a construction project. This correspondence can address
schedule items, permitting, construction details, financial
issues, or many other topics. It is important that the
correspondence between parties are captured and archived.
This allows people to search for topics at a later date if needed.
Ideally, this correspondence would be incorporated into a
database that can be easily searched. On many projects, all
correspondence is sent to a shared system via an email address
to allow for the information to be filed in the project file.

Meeting Minutes

Meeting minutes are notes that are taken to represent the
discussions and decisions made during a meeting. Meeting
minutes can be very important on construction projects as an
approach to document the tasks that participants will perform
and any decisions that are made. Meeting minutes should be
documented and distributed to all participants and any other
parties that may be impacted by the discussions and decisions
made in the meeting. As a minimum, meeting minutes should
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include the time/date of the meeting, attendees, acceptance
of any former meeting minutes, agenda items, a summary of
discussions, identification of any future tasks with the
responsible party and schedule deadlines, and documentation
of any decisions or formal motions and vote outcome (if there
are any votes).

Meeting minutes should ideally be posted to a collaborative
project management system which allows for the easy search
of any topics or decisions. It is important to note that if a
decision is made within a meeting to proceed with work that
is considered a change to the contract, the designer and/or
constructor should notify the owner per their contractual
agreement regarding the potential change.

Information Management
Requirements

Whenever we seek to gain an understanding of the
requirements for various parties, it is first important to review
the contract(s). For the purposes of reviewing typical
information management requirements, we will look at the
American Institute of Architects (AIA) standard contract
agreements since these are the most widely adopted template
contracts for commercial building projects. Many items are
defined within the General Conditions portions of the AIA
Standard Documents.
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Figure : AIA B201 Cover Page, Standard Form of Architect’s
Services: Design and Construction Contract Administration
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Figure : AIA A201 Cover Page, General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=116#h5p-31
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23.

INTRODUCTION TO
LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define ‘lean construction’

• Understand the types of waste on

construction projects

• Be able to list various methods used on

projects to increase value and reduce waste

• Describe the Last Planner System™

• Understand the process to develop a Lean

Deployment Plan for a project



Defining Lean Construction

Lean is…
Lean Construction is …
Lean concepts originated from the Toyota Production

System, and many earlier references to lean concepts reflect
upon Japanese terminologies, such as ‘muda’ for waste or
‘kaizen’ for continuous improvement (see https://txm.com/
place-japanese-lean-jargon-place-japan/ for additional
examples).

The 6 Tenets of Lean

The Lean Construction Institute (LCI) has identified six core
tenets of Lean (see Figure 1). It is important to note that
the foundation is ‘Respect for People’. Without this respect,
it is difficult to adopt a lean approach on projects or within
organizations.
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Figure 1: The Six Tenets of Lean (Source: Lean Construction
Institute (LCI))

It is important to note that the foundational tenet within Lean
Construction is ‘Respect for People’. Without this respect,
it is not possible to successfully achieve the other five tenets.
This foundation principle is embedded throughout lean
projects.

8 Wastes on Construction
Projects (Muda)

One of the core tenets of lean is to eliminate waste (or muda).
To do so, one must first be able to identify waste. There are
many sources of waste on a construction project. Obvious
waste can be include the the need to redo work that is not
acceptable or wasted time due to not having the proper
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materials to complete a task. But there are other wastes that are
less obvious, such as not leveraging the full talents of the team
members.

Figure 2: The 8 Wastes of Lean (Image source: The Lean
Way)

Lean Construction Methods

There are many methods that can be applied to achieve the
Lean principles. These can include simple methods, such as
completing each meeting with a plus-delta activity, focused on
identifying what went well and what could be improved in
future meetings to enable continuous improvement. Or they
can include more complex, comprehensive methods such as
target value design which focuses on developing a design that
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meets the overall project budget through frequent interactions
of design and construction cost estimating.
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Figure 3: Select Operating System and Organizational Lean
Methods (Source: Lean Deployment Planning Guide)
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The Last Planner System

The most popular lean construction system is the Last Planner
System. The Last Planner System is composed of a number of
integrated lean methods.

Figure 4: The Last Planner System Overview Flowchart

Lean Deployment Planning

Lean Deployment Planning focuses on the development of a
detailed implementation plan for lean on a project during the
earlier stages of the project. Ideally, the team members will
get together and collectively develop and document this lean
deployment plan.

The Lean Construction Institute through a Penn State
research team developed a guide to support the creation of
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a Lean Deployment Plan. This Lean Deployment Planning
Guide walks a project team through a structured process to
design and document their plan. The main steps in this
process are to initiate the plan development, select the lean
methods to be adopted, plan for each method, and integrate
the individual method plans and metrics into a comprehensive
plan (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Lean Deployment Planning Process (Source: The
Lean Deployment Planning Guide, Messner et al. 2019)
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Enterprise Adoption of Lean

It is important to note that lean principles, or lean
transformation, can be applied at both a project or an
organizational level. The Lean Enterprise Institute has
developed a lean transformation framework to conceptualize
the important considerations when transforming an enterprise
or company (see Video 1).

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=118#h5p-17

Video 1: The Lean Transformation Framework by the Lean
Enterprise Institute
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Review Questions

An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=118#h5p-32

References
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24.

THE FUTURE OF THE
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

• Understand the trends that are impacting the

future of the construction industry

• Describe the characteristics that need to

change to advance the construction industry

• Assess your role in advancing the industry and

your future knowledge and skills

We started this book, in Chapter 1, discussing some ongoing
trends in the construction industry. As we come to the end of



this book, we will summarize some of these trends, and the role
that everyone plays in transitioning our industry to improve
overall value delivery.

Trends Impacting the
Construction Industry

The Changes Occurring in the
Construction Industry

Assessing Your Role in Changing
the Construction Industry

Concluding Remarks

I hope that you have enjoyed this book to expand your
technical skills related to construction management. With
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that said, I’ll end with an important discussion of the need to
expand both human and leadership skills. Bill Badger (2019)
developed an interesting summary of Organizational
Leadership that defined several core items to consider:

• Education and training is not an expense, it’s an
investment.

• Taking care of your people is the key to successful
organizational leadership.

• People are the one sustainable competitive advantage
every business has.

• People matter, it’s all about people, unleash the power of
your people.

• Organizations (leaders) must be good communicators to
be successful. Communication is the “it” factor.

Badger also defined the shifting skill sets that you will need
as you progress through your career, shifting emphasis from
technical skills to higher degrees of human skills and leadership
skills.
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Fig. : Evolving Technical, Human, and Leadership Skills
(Badger 2019)

Review Questions
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An interactive H5P element has been

excluded from this version of the text. You

can view it online here:

https://psu.pb.unizin.org/

buildingconstructionmanagement/?p=120#h5p-33
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GLOSSARY

Building Information Modeling

Cost Management

The process of planning and controlling the costs
associated with running a business. (Gartner 2022)

Modeled Square Foot Estimate

A modeled square foot estimate, or sometimes simply
referred to as a square foot estimate, uses several building
characteristics related to important building systems to
construct a model building cost per square foot of area.
The estimate can account for varying structural systems,
facade systems, perimeter quantity, and other project
add-ons. The method used in this class will be from the
Guardian Square Foot Estimating Guide.

partnering

commitment between two or more organizations for the
purpose ofachieving specific business objectives by
maximizing the effectiveness of each participant’s
resources (CII 1996)



prime contractor

A prime contractor holds a direct contract with the
owner or developer of a facility.

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM)

An estimating approach that provides a rough estimated
construction cost. In this course, we will use the
Reported Square Foot estimating approach within the
Guardian cost estimating guide for performing a Rough
Order of Magnitude estimate. Note that project team
members may have their own databases of previous
construction costs that would allow them to perform the
ROM estimates with historical cost information.

self-performing

When a construction company 'self-performs' work, they
will have their own employees, e.g., carpenters, laborers,
etc. putting the work in place on the construction site.
It is important to note that many construction
management firms do not self-perform much work on a
project.

Specialty Contractor

A specialty contractor performs a specific scope of work
on a construction project.
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Value Engineering

An organized effort directed at analyzing the functions
of systems, equipment, facilities, services and supplies for
the purpose of achieving the essential functions at the
lowest life-cycle cost consistent with the required
performance, reliability, quality, and safety.' (Source:
Office of Management and Budget, Circular No. A-131,
1993)

Value Engineering (VE)

An organized effort directed at analyzing the functions
of systems, equipment, facilities, services, and supplies
for the purpose of achieving the essential functions at
the lowest life-cycle cost consistent with required
performance, reliability, quality, and safety. (Source:
OMB, Circular No. A-131, 1993)
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REVIEW QUESTION
ANSWERS

Chapter 1: Introduction to the Building Industry

1. Commercial Building, Infrastructure, Industrial, and
Residential

2. False
3. a. Industrial

b. Commercial Building
c. Residential
d. Infrastructure
e. Industrial
f. Residential
g. Infrastructure
h. Commercial Building (Note that even though it will
house residents, this is considered a commercial
building)

4. True
5. False
6. True

Chapter 2: The Lifecycle of a Building Project



1. Plan Facility, Design Facility, Construct Facility, and
Operate Facility

2. False
3. True
4. True
5. Schematic Design (SD), Design Development (DD),

Construction Documentation (CD)

Chapter 3: Project Participants and Roles

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. True

Chapter 4: Project Delivery Methods

1. True (for this class – note that many people use different
conventions)

2. True

Chapter 5: Introduction to Construction Cost
Estimating

1. Rough Order of Magnitude; Square Foot; Assemblies;
and Detailed
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2. Land Cost
3. True
4. 5,497
5. False

Chapter 6: Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost
Estimating

1. False
2. $ 143 / SF
3. 15,400 gross square feet (GSF)

Chapter 7: Modeled Square Foot (SF) Cost Estimating

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True

Chapter 8: Assemblies Cost Estimating

1. False
2. True

Chapter 9: Unit Price Cost Estimating
1.

Chapter 10: Procurement
1.
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Chapter 11: General Conditions and Project Staffing
1.

Chapter 12: Introduction to Project Scheduling
1.

Chapter 13: Network Scheduling
1.

Chapter 14: Designing a Site Utilization Plan
1.

Chapter 15: Value Engineering
1.

Chapter 16: Risk Management
1.

Chapter 17: Introduction to Project Management and
Control

1.

Chapter 18: Cost and Financial Management
1.

Chapter 19: Schedule Management
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Chapter 20: Quality Management

Chapter 21: Safety Management

Chapter 22: Managing Information for Projects

Chapter 23: Introduction to Lean Construction

Chapter 25: Managing an Organization
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